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Summary

The role of the Clinical Psychologist has developed to incorporate that
of the reflective practitioner. This thesis aims to consider how reflective
practice is incorporated into personal and professional development by
clinical psychologists and trainees, and what impact it may have upon
clinical practice.

The first chapter of the thesis reviews the relevant literature from the past 10
years relating to the use of personal therapy among therapists and the links
to reflective practice. The findings suggest that a number of studies
demonstrate some benefits of personal therapy for therapists. However, the
literature lacks a unified theoretical explanation of the processes that occur
during personal therapy and of their influence on the development of
reflective practice. This chapter offers a critique of the literature and
proposes a potential model for understanding the development of reflexivity
through personal therapy.

Chapter Two is an exploratory study of clinical psychologists’ experiences of
personal development groups whilst in training. The study adopts an
interpretive phenomenological approach to the analysis and results are
presented through four super-ordinate themes. The results suggest that
personal development groups are seen as an effective method of developing
reflective practice by participants. The processes which encourage and
hinder this are also explored. The research suggests that engaging in
reflective practice may become a luxury after training in some cases and this
may result in an increased strain on the therapist. The clinical and research
implications of the study are discussed.

Chapter Three provides a reflective account of the author’s experience of the
research process including; choosing the research topic, developing the
research question, relationship to the research and personal experiences of
personal development groups. The paper comments on the presence of bias
within the research, the impact of conducting the study on the researcher
and reflections on themes arising from the empirical paper.
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Chapter One:
Literature Review

The use of Personal Therapy for Therapists and Trainees: A Review of

the Literature since 1998

Word Count: 7,470 (Excluding tables and references)
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1.0 Abstract

The use of personal therapy is commonplace among psychological

therapists, often as a method of ensuring good practice. This review aims to

consider the literature relating to the use of personal therapy by therapists

and trainees in terms of its impact upon clinical practice. A comprehensive

review of the literature in this field has previously been carried out by Macran

and Shapiro (1998) and therefore only subsequent research will be

reviewed. A total of sixteen papers were found and these were divided into

three groups: reviews, surveys and exploratory studies. This review

suggests that while evidence has been found to suggest that personal

therapy benefits clinical practice in a number of ways, the literature has so

far failed to provide a comprehensive model which is able to explain this.

Cross-referencing the findings of the main papers provides more clarity in

this respect, although further research is needed to support the conclusions.
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1.1 Glossary

This review refers to a number of psychological terminologies where the

meaning may be unclear and changeable. The meaning of the terms used in

this review is provided below for clarity.

1. Reflective Practice: a deliberate means of applying knowledge gained

through considering one’s own experience to clinical practice in order to

enhance or develop it.

2. Reflexivity: a process through which actions, thoughts and feelings are

consciously examined, and the understanding drawn from this process

affects subsequent actions, thoughts and feelings in a cyclical manner.

3. Mentalisation: Fonagy & Target describe this as a reflective stance in

which an individual recognises that “subjective experience is a

representation of, rather than indistinguishable from, reality” (cited in Ritz &

Target, 2008, p. 43).

4. Relational awareness: sensitivity towards the process of ‘working

through’ within the therapeutic relationship.

5. Authentication: the validation of therapy on a personal and professional
level.
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6. Prolongation: the belief that personal therapy can be used as a longer

term means of developing the professional. It recognizes that the therapist’s

needs change over time and that therapy may serve a different purpose at

different points in their career.
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1.2 Introduction

The origins of personal therapy for psychological therapists and

trainees can be traced back to Freud (1937) who suggested that therapists

would need to undergo personal therapy at various stages throughout their

careers in order to develop insight into psychological blind spots and counter

transferences. The term ‘psychological therapists’ is used in this paper to

refer to what is commonly known in the UK as a member of the helping

professions and includes clinical and counselling psychologists,

psychotherapists, counsellors and trainees, although not all clinical

psychologists consider themselves to be therapists. Personal therapy for

therapists and trainees has long been recognised as serving at least three

important purposes: it provides an arena for professional development at all

stages of the therapist’s career, it ensures the continued resilience or

psychological well-being of the therapist in what is recognized as a stressful

profession (Macaskill, 1999) and it has been suggested that there are

benefits for the client in terms of increased therapist empathy and warmth

and being able to provide better conditions for therapy (Coleman, 2002,

Macran, Stiles & Smith, 1999).

Mandatory personal therapy for counselling trainees has become an

increasingly heated debate and much literature focuses on this area. (Murdin

& Coate, 2002; Muller, 2004; Murphy, 2005). It is possible that the

mandatory nature can induce resistance in the client or that it goes against
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the person-centred nature of counselling practice (Grimmer & Tribe, 2001; A.

Macaskill, 1999). The use of personal therapy by Clinical Psychologists and

trainees is less common, as is the literature among this population. However,

there is increasing pressure on Clinical Psychology training courses to

produce reflective practitioners and some research suggests that personal

therapy could be one means of doing this. This review considers the

possible benefits and disadvantages of personal therapy for clinical practice

among psychological therapists and trainees across all therapist populations.

Two partial reviews of the literature (Norcross, 2005 & Timms, 2007) are

also considered in terms of their contribution to the debate. All studies

originate either from the UK, USA or Israel as this is where the majority of

the research has been carried out; however some surveys have collected

data across a greater number of countries, including the US, Europe, South

Korea and South America (Orlinsky, et al., 2001).

1.2.1 Findings from Previous Literature Reviews

Macran and Shapiro carried out a comprehensive review of the

literature relating to the use of personal therapy for therapists up to 1998.

They suggested two main benefits or outcomes for the use of personal

therapy: to increase therapist effectiveness and to maintain therapist well-

being. Furthermore, they highlighted literature which claimed to identify how

this process occurs: by alleviating stress, increasing awareness of own

problems, experiencing what it feels like to be a client and demonstrating
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how psychotherapy can work which increases therapist beliefs in its validity.

They found a limited amount of evidence for the effectiveness of personal

therapy for therapists in the literature, although there was some support for

the increased presence of therapeutic qualities such as empathy and

warmth. Most research was seen to be methodologically flawed as a result

of confounding variables such as self-selection sampling methods and lack

of control groups. Experimental studies were inconclusive due to small

sample sizes (N=4-56). However, the lack of evidence to support positive

outcomes from personal therapy does not necessarily imply that they do not

exist. Furthermore, the authors suggested that future research should move

away from asking whether personal therapy is beneficial to therapists and

their clients, towards asking how it is beneficial (author’s italics). They also

advocated the development of a theoretical model to understand the

processes by which this might occur. On reviewing this literature since 1998,

it appears that this remains a fundamental weakness in most studies.

A more recent review of the literature which considers the evidence to

support the potential benefits of personal therapy for trainees (Timms, 2007)

is useful in its consideration of the area from a Clinical Psychology

standpoint. The review highlights studies which provide evidence of positive

outcomes for psychotherapy trainees as well as briefly summarizing some

evidence of negative outcomes. Attention is paid to subjective experiences

of personal therapy including satisfaction levels and findings which may have
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important clinical implications. For example, aspects of personal therapy

valued by trainee clinical psychologists were reported including

confidentiality and anonymity, control over the Personal Development

scheme and independence from course evaluation. Timms (2007) concludes

that further research needs to be carried out within the discipline to establish

whether personal therapy should become a requirement of membership to

the profession. The review offers only a small measure of critique and draws

heavily upon the link between personal therapy and reflective practice, for

which there appears to be limited, if any, evidence. However, it provides a

good summary of relevant studies which cast some light upon the

advantages and disadvantages of personal therapy for Clinical Psychology

trainees.

In a review of his own work over a period of 25 years, Norcross (2005) offers

an overview of the literature related to psychotherapists’ use of personal

therapy. The literature is approached from an educator/ trainer’s position and

reflects on the progress made in understanding the use of personal therapy

over a quarter of a century. The research covers surveys and empirical

studies using mainly quantitative methods, however some qualitative studies

are included. A range of aspects of personal therapy is discussed, including:

the prevalence of personal therapy among therapists, therapeutic orientation

primarily selected; returning to personal therapy later on; outcomes and

effects on subsequent therapy performance and goals for entering personal
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therapy. Findings include self-reported increases of therapist qualities such

as empathic ability, gains in therapist self-esteem and reduced symptom

severity which reflect earlier findings by Macaskill and Macaskill (1992) and

MacDevitt (1987). The data presented within the review argues convincingly

for the integration of personal therapy within the training and practice of

psychotherapists and states that the breadth and depth of the research

conducted, some including 4000+ participants, suggests that there is

certainly a weight of circumstantial evidence in its favour.

This research states that benefits include: improved emotional and mental

functioning; more complete understanding of personal dynamics;

interpersonal and conflictual issues; socialization experience and an

experience of validity of therapy, the chance to learn about role of client and

observe clinical methods. Recommendations made by the review include

introducing steps designed to encourage the practice of engaging in

personal therapy for therapists without endorsing it as a mandatory

requirement. However, the evidence is drawn mainly from surveys, the

results of which may be limited by the construct validity of the type of survey

used which is often not available for scrutiny by the reader. Furthermore,

self-report methods of data collection can be heavily biased and in this

review the analysis is not always described in enough detail to review

critically. In defense Norcross suggests that it is impossible to create the

conditions necessary to carry out a study which would provide reliable
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outcome measures demonstrating the effectiveness of personal therapy in

improving the therapy experience for clients. Given that this is a reflective

review looking back over one person’s lifetime research, it is important to

consider whether a more independent review would be further removed from

the limitations of experimenter bias.

In summary, what do we know about the effects of personal therapy for

therapists from the evidence thus far? We have seen that the quantitative

evidence base has still thrown up little conclusive evidence for the benefits to

the client or therapist. There does however, appear to be a high satisfaction

rate among therapists who have undergone personal therapy during their

career and some clinical implications can be drawn such as increasing the

control which trainees have over the use of personal therapy on training

courses.

1.2.2 Rationale

The current review hopes to continue from the older work of Macran &

Shapiro (1998) and consider what has been added, what gaps remain and

what research could be useful in the future. It also hopes to add to more

recent reviews such as Norcross (2005) which draws heavily from his own

surveys and Timms’ (2007) review which is limited in its depth. By

considering the literature from a critical stance this review aims to show that

cross-referencing the findings allows the reader to arrive at a more unified
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understanding of the process of the personal therapy experience. Another

advantage of the current review is the inclusion of studies from a number of

different populations (psychotherapy, counselling and clinical psychology)

which was necessitated by the lack of studies within any single professional

population and which allows common themes to be drawn from across the

therapeutic professions.

It is important to bear in mind, when reviewing the literature as a whole, that

the purpose of therapy may vary depending on the stage at which the

therapist is at in their professional development, as well as the field within

which the therapist is practicing. It is likely that trainees will benefit from

personal therapy in different ways from qualified therapists, while

psychotherapists and Clinical Psychologists may also view the experience

differently from each other. It is interesting that much of the literature within

this area is derived from Psychotherapy and Counselling Psychology

backgrounds rather than from Clinical Psychology research. This may reflect

the degree to which therapy itself is practiced by each discipline and the

value placed upon personal therapy as a consequence. This review looks

across the therapeutic professions to include applied psychologists and

psychotherapists, whose aims for personal therapy may differ; however, it is

assumed that there are some important overarching aims, such as the desire

to hone the therapist’s primary instruments; the self and the therapeutic

relationship.
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1.2.3 Aims and objectives

This review aims to critically consider the recent literature relating to

the use of personal therapy by therapists and trainees. Arguments in favour

and against its use, any gaps in the literature, implications for clinical

practice and future research will be discussed. Claims made for evidence to

support the relationship between personal therapy and projected outcomes

of therapist resilience, professional development and benefits for the client

will also be considered.

1.2.4 Search Strategy

In order to carry this out, the existing literature was systematically

searched using databases PsychINFO and SCOPUS. Search terms used to

search for literature were personal therapy, counsel*, therapists, trainees

and reflect*. The reference lists from relevant articles were examined for

further relevant material. Studies published since 1998, which relate to

personal therapy for therapists and trainees with findings relevant to clinical

practice were included in the review. Studies published prior to 1998, and

those which did not report empirical data or relate to clinical practice were

excluded. These strategies identified a total of fourteen empirical papers and

two reviews. The papers were then divided into groups according to type of

study: Exploratory (8), Survey (6) or Review (2).
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1.3 Results

A table has been compiled which contains brief details of the studies

included, organized according to type and presented in the order discussed

in the review (see Table 1).
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Table 1: Studies relating to the use of personal therapy among therapists and trainees according to type of study.

Study Type of
study

Sample Measures/
data collection
method

Research
Design

Results / Conclusions

Macran,
Stiles &
Smith
(1999)

Exploratory Experienced
Therapists (N=7)

Interviews Qualitative Personal therapy processes:
 orienting to therapist
 orienting to client
 listening with 3rd ear

Sherman
(2000)

Exploratory /
interpretive

Psychotherapists
providing
therapy for
clinical
psychology
trainees
n=13

Interviews Qualitative Personal therapy:
 provides positive benefits for

trainees
 poses challenges relating to

motivation and ethical practice
 should not be mandatory
 readiness and motivation crucial
 closer relationship between

trainee and course should be
encouraged to promote personal
therapy

Grimmer &
Tribe (2001)

Exploratory Counselling
Psychologists
n=7

Individual &
Group
Interviews

Qualitative
(Grounded
Theory)

Mandatory personal therapy leads to
positive outcomes in:

 Sense of self as professional
 Socialization into the role
 Support during times of personal

difficulty
 Improved ability to distinguish
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between personal issues and
those of client.

 Validation of therapy as effective
Wiseman &
Shefler
(2001)

Exploratory Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapists
N=5

Semi-structured
interviews

Qualitative
(Narrative
Analysis)

Explored personal therapy in relation to
6 domains:

 Importance of personal therapy
for therapists

 Impact on professional self
identity

 Being in the session (process)
 Experiences of past and current

personal therapy
 Self in relation to therapist
 Mutual and unique influences of

didactic learning, supervision and
personal therapy

 Personal therapy as part of the
‘individuation stage of
development and the on-going
need for therapy.

Elman &
Forrest
(2004)

Exploratory Directors of
training courses
n =14

Semi structured
interviews

Qualitative Personal therapy
 Mandatory vs. recommended
 Outcomes monitored vs. trainee

confidentiality
 Standard vs. case by case

approach
Murphy Exploratory MA Counselling Group interview Qualitative Four key processes in personal therapy:
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(2005) trainees n=5 (Grounded
Theory)

 Reflexivity
 Growth
 Authentication phase
 Prolongation phase

Differences between personal
development and personal growth.

Bellows
(2007)

Exploratory Experienced
Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapists
(N=20)

Semi-structured
interviews

Qualitative Participants whose personal therapy
influenced practice:

 personal therapy promotes
psychological change

 Value therapist as professional
role model

 Internalize therapist
 View relationship between client

and therapist as important factor.
Ritz &
Target
(2008a&b)

Exploratory Counselling
Psychologists
n= 9

Semi-structured
interviews

Qualitative
(IPA)

Personal therapy is:
 a vehicle for intense self-

experiences
 establishes self- other

boundaries
 an arena for professional

learning
 Integral to training.
 Significant for self-reflexivity

Williams,
Coyle &

Survey Counselling
Psychologists

Questionnaire Quantitative
Factorial

 Most reported positive outcomes
of personal therapy.
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Lyons
(1999)

n= 84 Analysis  27% reported negative
outcomes.

Personal therapy has 3 beneficial
components:

1. learning about therapy itself
2. dealing with issues from training
3. dealing with personal issues

Deacon, et
al. (1999)

Survey Marriage and
Family
Therapists
(N=175)

Questionnaires Quantitative  More family and marriage
therapists have sought therapy
than studies of other populations.

 Majority found therapy useful and
would re-enter.

 Personal therapy was sought
mainly for marital and family
orientated problems.

Orlinsky,
Botermans
&
Ronnestad
(2001)

Survey Psychotherapists
N= 4,000+

Development of
Psychotherapist
s Common
Core
Questionnaire
(DPCCQ)

Quantitative Most important positive influences on
development:

 practice-related interpersonal
experiences

 supervision
 Personal therapy

Personal therapy should be
recommended to trainees but not
mandatory, alternatives should be
explored.

Coleman Mixed Community Questionnaire Quantitative Personal therapy associated with:
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(2002) design
(survey +
open-ended
questions)

clinicians and
trainees
N=130

& qualitative  Higher ratings empathy & warmth
 Greater emphasis on therapeutic

relationship, transference and
emotional “working through”.

Lucock, Hall
& Noble
(2006)

Survey Psychotherapists
and Clinical
Psychologists in
Training
N=95

Questionnaires
(Questionnaire
of Influencing
Factors on
Clinical Practice
in
Psychotherapie
s (QuIF-CliPP)

Quantitative Most highly rated influencing factors
are:

 Supervision
 Client characteristics
 Client feedback
 Formulation
 Intuition
 Professional Training

Personal therapy rated highly by all
except CB therapists.

Daw &
Joseph
(2007)

Survey Psychotherapists
N=48

Questionnaire Quantitative
& Qualitative
(IPA)

personal therapy impact on personal &
professional:

 Therapist self care
 Personal development
 Experiential learning
 Learning from client role
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1.3.1 Findings from Recent Literature

The overwhelming majority of early studies report findings which

suggest that personal therapy is a positive experience for most therapists

and trainees (Macaskill & Macaskill, 1992; Norcross, Strausser-Kirtland,

& Missar, 1988; Shapiro, 1976). The number is reported to be as high as

90% of therapists reporting positive outcomes in some research

(Orlinsky, et al., 2005). Many recent studies find further evidence of the

benefits described in earlier research while others report the presence of

others: improved emotional and mental functioning; socialization into the

role of therapist; experiential learning; greater emphasis on therapeutic

relationship; transference and emotional “working through” (Coleman,

2002; Daw & Joseph, 2007; Grimmer & Tribe, 2001; Norcross, 2005; Rizq

& Target, 2008). There are no outcome studies which demonstrate that

therapists who have experienced personal therapy are more experienced

or efficient than those who have not. However, as Norcross (2005)

suggests, this would be extremely difficult to prove given the number of

confounding factors that would be present in a randomized control trial of

this nature.

Negative experiences of personal therapy were more rarely reported in

the studies, however some suggested that they may include increased

stress on the therapist or trainee as a result of working through difficult

issues in therapy (Grimmer & Tribe, 2001). Further challenges to the use

of personal therapy include the difficulty of managing confidentiality

between therapists and training courses, the difficulties of mandatory or
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recommended personal therapy and the ethics of therapy without a

presenting problem (Elman & Forrest, 2004; Sherman, 2000). These

factors, considered in the light of the overall lack of evidence to support

the use of personal therapy for therapists, suggests that the question of

whether personal therapy is an effective method of training or developing

psychological therapists needs to be considered carefully within future

research.

1.3.2 Exploratory Studies

The largest group of studies recorded in the search was the

exploratory or interpretive studies, which may be due to Macran and

Shapiro’s (1998) suggestion that further research should take greater

account of the process issues rather than outcome of personal therapy

for therapists. The majority were conducted in the UK or USA, on

populations including counselling and clinical psychologists and trainees,

training directors and psychotherapists. The results suggest that the

overwhelming majority of participants found personal therapy to be

beneficial, either personally, professionally or both. This supports

previous findings reported by Macran and Shapiro (1998) that therapists

tend to report positive outcomes of personal therapy experiences. Some

studies reported that participants had experienced negative effects as a

result of personal therapy but on the whole these findings were not fully

explored. Some useful clinical implications for training and professional

development were highlighted.
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Support has been found in an exploratory study, (Macran, Stiles, & Smith,

1999) for increased skills and attitudes beneficial to clients through

therapists’ personal therapy. The results suggest that by experiencing

“helpful conditions” in therapy, participants seem more capable of

providing them for their own clients. These conditions include attributes

such as humanity, trust, respect and patience, recognising the

significance of boundaries, power and stepping back from the situation to

view it from another perspective. The authors also report the emergence

of three domains: (a) orienting to the therapist, (b) orienting to the client

and (c) listening with the third ear which are discussed later in terms of

their relation to similar findings in other research. The study is not able to

make causal links as there is no comparison with a control group and

does not claim to have reliable testimonial validity which implies that

some of the participants did not agree with the findings of the research.

However, it is important as it responds directly to Macran and Shapiro’s

call for greater reflection on how personal therapy affects practice and the

need for a more experiential understanding of the process.

Sherman (2000) conducted a study in California which examined the

experience of facilitators offering mandatory personal therapy to clinical

psychology trainees (n=13). The study found that all participants argued

for the inclusion of personal therapy in training but that motivation and

readiness for therapy was a crucial variable in its effectiveness (author’s

italics). The participants reported mixed views relating to the compulsory

aspect of personal therapy in training and made some useful
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recommendations regarding clinical implications, including enhancing the

relationship between trainees and graduate school advisors in order to

promote the use of personal therapy whilst training. However, it is not

possible to determine from the published abstract whether the study was

robust enough to support its conclusions. The positive findings in support

of personal therapy may have been the result of selection bias, as

participants may have chosen to take part due to having had positive

experiences themselves. It is also difficult to generalize from the study as

the presence of a common culture of accessing personal therapy in parts

of the United States, such as California, may also be reflected in the

positive findings. Therefore, the results may have limited implications for

other populations.

Insight into how professional development is achieved through personal

therapy among trainee counselling psychologists in this country is

provided by Grimmer & Tribe (2001). This study used semi structured

group interviews and individual interviews with trainees and graduates of

a Masters degree in Counselling Psychology. The study proposes three

emergent theories of the processes within personal therapy. These

include: greater reflexivity, validation of the experience of therapy,

normalization of the experience of therapy. These themes will be

discussed in further detail in the discussion section. They also found that

mandatory therapy did not appear to limit outcomes and that trainees

were able to benefit from compulsory therapy in spite of entering into it

reluctantly. This appears to conflict slightly with the findings from
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Sherman (2000) which argue that mandatory personal therapy has

implications for trainees’ motivation and readiness to engage in therapy.

Limitations of this research relate to the transferability of the results to

other populations, as the study focused on the experience of Counselling

Psychologists and the lack of discussion of the clinical implications of the

findings.

Wiseman and Shefler (2001) carried out interviews with experienced

psychoanalytic psychotherapists in Israel (n=5) and found that personal

therapy was important to all participants, that it impacted upon their

professional and personal self and formed a vital part of a triad of learning

processes which included supervision and didactic learning. The authors

note that some of their findings are similar to those of Macran, Stiles and

Smith, (1999) and parallels can be drawn with the findings of other

exploratory studies in this review. Of particular significance is that the

data appears to share themes across cultural and therapeutic orientation.

There is little, if any, evidence of negative outcomes of personal therapy

within the study which may be the result of the heavy investment in

personal therapy for psychoanalytic psychotherapists. The authors

highlight the possibility of participant bias towards personal therapy

particularly as the sample was drawn from individuals who had previously

contributed to another study related to personal therapy (Orlinsky,

Botermans, Ronnestad, & Network, 2001) however, the impact of

interviewer bias may also be a limitation of this study.
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In 2004, a study by Elman and Forrest investigated the use of personal

therapy in the remediation of psychology trainees experiencing personal

difficulties by interviewing 14 directors of clinical training programmes.

This research concluded that difficulties arose for course leaders in the

conflict between balancing confidentiality and course accountability which

has implications for assessment of trainees and the perceived level of

safety of disclosing personal issues. The authors record the outcomes of

two different approaches to trainees’ personal therapy taken by training

directors: “hands off” approach and active involvement. They reflect on

both approaches suggesting that the courses which took an active

involvement in the use of personal therapy as remediation had fewer

concerns about the outcome and proposed that the majority of courses

placed confidentiality over accountability or quality assurance. However,

the criterion used to measure successful remediation in the study is not

clear and therefore the results of the study should be interpreted with

caution. They made recommendations for introducing ethical policies into

training courses which protect both interests of trainees and potential

clients which makes this study a useful one from the point of future

implications.

A further exploratory study was conducted into the experience of

mandatory personal therapy with attendees of a Masters degree in

counselling (Murphy, 2005, N=5). The study used a semi-structured

group interview and what is described as a constant comparative method

to analyse the data. Analysis revealed four processes undergone within
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personal therapy: 1) Reflexivity 2) Growth 3) Authenticity 4) Prolongation.

These are discussed later in more detail. The study offers support for the

notion that trainees can benefit from personal therapy even when it is a

requirement of the course rather a personal choice. This appears to

support evidence from the Grimmer and Tribe (2001) study regarding the

usefulness of personal therapy without a presenting problem. The study

is a partial replication of Grimmer and Tribe (2001) and has comparable

findings in terms of the positive benefits of personal therapy which

participants on a Masters degree in counselling reported, including

increased empathy and self awareness. The study is limited by the small

sample size and by its failure to consider possible effects of bias within

the design as the potential for participant bias within self selection studies

is not insignificant. It has also been suggested (Turner, 2005) that the

methodology may be constrained by failure to reach theoretical saturation

as recommended in Grounded Theory analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1968).

Furthermore, the author’s own position, having received a positive

experience of personal therapy, may have affected the interpretation of

the data, increasing the likelihood of reporting positive findings which was

not fully explored. Greater exploration of any possible negative effects of

personal therapy would have been helpful, although this is a critique of

the literature in general.

The largest exploratory study (n = 20) was carried out in the US (Bellows,

2007) with experienced psychoanalytically-orientated therapists. The

study aimed to explore the perceived benefits and risks of personal
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therapy as well as its influence on clinical practice and the relationship

with the therapist. The sample was divided into high, medium and low-

level influence participants and the differences between the groups were

compared. It was found that those therapists who rated personal therapy

as having a high level of influence on their practice were more likely to

view their treatment as likely to promote psychological change and to

internalise their former therapist. The high-influence level group was the

largest group in the study and it is findings from these participants which

are used to detect trends in the data. Methodological limitations of the

study include the generalization of the results to populations other than

psychoanalytically-orientated therapists. The numbers of participants

within each level of influence group is not made clear and the author

appears to have commenced the research with a clear hypothesis which

is generally not the accepted stance when carrying out qualitative

research.

Ritz and Target (2008a &b) conducted an interpretive phenomenological

analysis of senior counselling psychologists experiences of their personal

therapy (N=9). The two resulting papers report findings that personal

therapy can enhance practitioners’ ability to reflect and that early

attachment experiences may play a significant role in the development of

a reflective nature. A particular strength of the study is the link to a

theoretical model which attempts to clarify the processes within personal

therapy. The authors argue that Fonagy and Target’s model of

mentalisation (cited in Rizq & Target, 2008b) is reflected in the therapists’
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experience of relationships in personal therapy and draws parallels

between parental attachment, therapist attachment and the ability to be

reflective in practice. Mentalisation draws upon attachment and

metacognition theories to suggest that a “child’s capacity to reflect on

mental states in the self and other emerges from and is indexed by the

status of the attachment relationship with the caregiver” (Ritz & Target,

2008b. p.145). The authors suggest that experience of being “seen” or

“held in mind” by the therapist is similar to that of parent and child

attachment and is the vehicle by which parts of the self which may have

been unacceptable or unknown to the client, are reflected by therapist

and thus tolerated by the client. The authors make no claims for the

generalization of the study however, and therefore it is not certain to what

degree these results may be found within other, less experienced

populations.

1.3.3 Surveys

The results of the surveys suggest that a large proportion of

therapists view personal therapy as a valuable experience 68.9% - 89%

(Coleman, 2002; Daw, 2007; Deacon, Kirkpatrick, Wetchler, & Neider,

1999; Orlinsky, et al., 2001; Williams, Coyle, & Lyons, 1999) although

there is some evidence of negative outcome of personal therapy 2.6% -

5% (Deacon, et al. 1999; Williams, et al. 1999). Few surveys focused

purely on the effects of personal therapy on clinical practice and often

included other variables such as supervision. The varying forms of

statistical analysis used to analyse the data make it difficult to draw any
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positive conclusions regarding the significance of the findings. This body

of research should be interpreted with caution due to the limitations of

survey methodology which is generally unable to offer causal

explanations, is open to bias and cannot control for the reliability of self-

report responses.

In 1999, Williams, et al. conducted a survey of 84 counselling

psychologists to see how they viewed their experience of personal

therapy during training. They found that 88 % of respondents were in

favour of personal therapy forming a part of training, while 27% reported

some negative effects of personal therapy, mainly related to

preoccupation with personal issues whilst on training. This study

highlighted three factors pertinent to the use of personal therapy

including: 1) learning about therapy itself 2) issues arising out of training

3) dealing with personal issues. They found that the most clearly stated

aims and motivations for personal therapy were related to dealing with

personal issues. Learning about therapy and issues arising out of training

were seen as a more incidental event. They also found that a higher

number of sessions is positively correlated to greater learning about

therapy, which may link with the research conducted by Murphy (2005)

and possibly suggests that personal therapy continues to have a

beneficial influence throughout the career of the clinician. Overall, the

study argued that personal therapy is beneficial to trainees’ well-being,

alleviates strains and provides a model for professional learning. The

three factors described may also reflect similar findings from exploratory
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studies, e.g. the importance of experiencing the role of the client

(Grimmer & Tribe, 2001). Methodological limitations include the use of

non-randomized selection and results may therefore, be open to

participant bias and over-representation of positive experiences of

personal therapy.

A survey of marriage and family therapists (N=175) problems and

utilization of therapy in Indiana, USA, reveals differences between this

population and other therapists (Deacon, et al., 1999). The majority of

therapists (89%) reported having sought out therapy for personal

problems at some point in their career. Figures from comparative

American studies range from 63% to 85% of therapists seeking therapy,

which suggests that marriage and family therapists are more likely to

seek help than other disciplines. They attributed this in part to theoretical

orientation as a significant proportion of their respondents (36.1%)

identified as being aligned to orientations which place strong emphasis on

the value of personal therapy. This is supported by Orlinsky, et al. (2001)

who found that analytically orientated therapists rated personal therapy

as having a stronger influence than other therapists. The study found that

they were more likely to attend therapy for marital and family difficulties

than others, which may suggest that marriage and family therapists are

more attuned to difficulties in these areas as a result of their training and

clinical practice. The study is useful in that it clearly highlights the

implication that differences within orientation and training may influence

whether therapists use personal therapy and for what reasons. The
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authors have not accounted for the possibility of bias in self-selection of

respondents; however this is a limitation common to many of the surveys

reviewed in this paper.

A survey which took in the views of over 4,000 therapists across the

world through on-going collection of data in the US (Orlinsky, et al., 2001)

found that personal therapy plays an important part in influencing

therapists’ clinical practices. It was rated amongst the three most

significant influences upon clinical practice along with supervision and

clinical experience using the Development of Psychotherapist’s Common

Core Questionnaire (DPCCQ, (Orlinsky, et al., 1999). Furthermore, more

experienced therapists were found to rate the experience of personal

therapy more highly than less experienced ones. The questionnaire offers

the participant a choice of 14 possible influences. However, there is no

description of the criteria used to arrive at these or how well they fit with

the therapist’s experience, which may have an impact on the results of

the survey. As personal therapy was not the sole focus of the research, it

will not be reviewed in detail, however, the reader is referred to (Orlinsky,

et al. 2001) for more information.

In Ireland a mixed design study (N=130) considered the connection

between personal therapy theoretical orientation and approach to the

therapeutic relationship and found that certain populations were more

likely to undergo personal therapy: white, female, working in private

practice and psychodynamic or relationship-orientated in orientation
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(Coleman, 2002). It is not clear what ‘relationship-orientated’ entails;

however the findings may support similar evidence from studies of family

therapists (Deacon, et al., 1999). The study also considers personal

therapy to have an important role in developing relational awareness

which can be seen as “awareness and sensitivity to the therapeutic

relationship and the role of working through in the therapeutic process”

(p.82). The results were gathered through the Theoretical Evaluation Self

Test (Coleman, 2000) using triangulation to inform analysis of qualitative

data from open ended-questions. Analysis of the data suggested that

personal therapy was associated with higher ratings of therapist warmth

and empathy. Coleman also found that the number of hours of personal

therapy is not significant in producing these effects. These results appear

to conflict with those of Murphy (2005) who suggests that therapy would

be more beneficial if it was over a greater number of hours than the 40

suggested by most counselling training courses. There are some

methodological limitations of the study as the sample was self-selected

and self-report methods of data collection were used. It is likely that those

who have invested in the experience of personal therapy are more likely

to report positive outcomes and therefore the findings should be

interpreted with caution.

A survey was conducted into the influences on practices of clinical

psychologists in training and qualified psychotherapists in the U.K.

(Lucock, Hall, & Noble, 2006). The results conflicted with the findings of

Orlinsky et al. (2001) in that it placed the influence of personal therapy
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12th among Psychotherapists and Clinical Psychologists in training in the

UK rather than within the first three. The sample was much smaller

(N=164) which may account for the difference, although the measure

used by Lucock et al. also provided nearly twice the number of items to

choose from (39) which may have influenced the effect sizes of the

results. Furthermore, there is a significant cultural difference between the

attitudes of the UK and the US towards personal therapy. Of relevance to

this review is the finding that qualified psychotherapists rated personal

therapy much more highly than trainees. This may support the suggestion

made by Williams, et al. (1999) that therapy can be a difficult experience

emotionally in the early stages and that therefore it may be better

implemented later in training or when qualified. Nevertheless, it is difficult

to compare results from different populations. The differences in the

results between clinical psychology trainees and psychotherapists may

be due to differences in style, orientation and environment of personal

therapy offered on clinical psychology courses and that experienced by

qualified psychotherapists, which is more likely to be selected on the

basis of personal criteria.

Daw and Joseph (2007) investigated the experiences of personal therapy

amongst a population of therapists within the West Midlands by drawing

from the six categories of purpose of personal therapy suggested by

Macran, et al., (1999) (personal growth, personal distress, training

requirement, prevent burn-out, self-reflection, other). They found, through

a mixture of quantitative and qualitative analysis (IPA), that the influence
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of personal therapy can be divided into two areas; personal and

professional. These areas each include two further categories; self care

and personal development (personal), experiential learning and being in

the client role (professional) which overlap to a certain degree and are not

dissimilar from the findings of other studies (Grimmer & Tribe, 2001;

Murphy, 2005; Norcross, 2005; Ritz & Target, 2008a&b). They suggest

that personal therapy is beneficial to the therapist as a means of self

care, personal development, experiential learning and learning about the

client role. However these findings should be interpreted with caution as

the analysis of statistical data was purely descriptive and, as the authors

point out, the response rate to the survey was low, which may suggest

that only therapists who benefited from personal therapy responded to it.

The research is relevant to this review because it adds weight to the

suggestion that categories within the area of research overlap and

provides the basis for a model to understand the literature as a whole.

1.4 Discussion

The methodological limitations of many of the studies are the result

of self-selection methods used and the lack of measures taken to reduce

the effect of bias within the samples as well as small sample sizes.

Furthermore, the results are often based on self-report measures and few

causal relationships are reliably implicated by the findings. Nevertheless,

the similarity of a number of themes within different studies allow for

some degree of cross-referencing. The authors of some studies have
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also commented on the connections between their own findings and

those of others, for example; Murphy (2005) comments on the similarity

between his description of the authentication phase and Grimmer &

Tribe’s (2001) understanding of socialisation. Wiseman and Shefler

(2001) find similarities between their findings and the work of Macran and

Shapiro (1999). This review continues to seek connections between

relevant findings which may aid the development of a model to explain

some of the questions raised, for example, the question of how personal

therapy aids clinical practice. Whilst there is a large degree of overlap

between them, the Table 2 clarifies those themes which can be seen to

be linked throughout the literature.

Table 2: Cross-referenced themes identified from studies reviewed.

Study Theme 1:
Personal
reflections
(Intra)

Theme 2:
Professional
reflections
(Inter)

Theme 3:
Extended
reflections

Theme 4:
Meta-
reflections

Murphy

(2005)

Authentication Growth/
Authentication

Prolongation Reflexivity

Grimmer
& Tribe
(2001)

Reflection on
role of client.

Socialisation
experiences

Support for
the emerging
professional

Interactions of
personal and
professional
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Wiseman
& Shefler
(2001)

personal
therapy as
important to
therapists /
Therapist as
patient /

Impacts of
personal
therapy on
professional
self /
Impact of
personal
therapy on
being in
session

Shifting roles

Ritz &
Target
(2008)

Intense self
experiences

Professional
learning / Self-
other
boundaries

Self-reflexivity

Bellows
(2007)

Therapist as
role model /
Enhanced
professional
identity

Acceptance of
personal
imperfectability

Macran,
Stiles &
Smith
(1999)

Orienting to
the therapist

Orienting to the
client

Listening with
the third ear

Daw &
Joseph
(2007)

Therapist self
care /
personal
development

Experiential
learning/
Learning from
the client

Similarities across the themes or levels can be seen particularly in the

first two; personal and professional reflections. Personal reflections can

be seen as those processes which encourage personal growth and

development to take place, it includes descriptions of how personal

issues impact on practice, what it is like to be a client, knowing one’s

boundaries and intense self experiences through which one develops an

attachment to the therapist. They all share elements of personal

reflexivity, insight and acceptance of the self. The second theme includes

reflections on the professional self which usually occur as a result of the

experience of reflecting on how personal experiences influence

professional practice and the learning from the model of the therapist.
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Studies which describe elements of this theme refer to benefits which

include the development of empathy; greater self awareness within

sessions; socialization to the profession and validation of benefits of

therapy. They suggest the professional self being honed as the tool of

therapy, enabling the practitioner to become more skilful and accurate.

The third theme of extended reflection is currently less well explored but

appears as a concept within at least two studies suggesting that therapy

is an on-going process and that the reasons for entering personal therapy

can change over the career of the therapist. Prolongation as described by

Murphy (2005) is central to this and proposes that benefits are

experienced through extended periods of personal therapy; beyond

course requirements or presenting issues. The fourth theme, meta-

reflections, includes higher level processes which may occur once the

therapist has moved through the first three and is able to consider the

impact of all of them in relation to each other. This includes development

of authenticity within one’s personal and professional self; recognition of

imperfectability; self acceptance; awareness and coherence or “bring[ing]

together all the interconnectedness of all the separate little bits of thinking

and experience in a particular way” (Ritz & Target, 2008b, p.144). Ritz

and Target (2008a) describe this process as being generative not only on

an individual level but also within systems or culture such as the Division

of Counselling Psychology in the UK. Macran, Stiles and Smith (1999)

see this phase as increasing the therapist’s ability to separate their own

feelings from those of the client, being able to work on a deeper, more
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unconscious level allowing them to work more effectively and hold more

of the client in mind.

Each theme can be viewed as a stage in a process which can lead to

greater levels of reflexivity, assisted through the experience of personal

therapy. The degree to which the themes appear connected or

overlapping varies between studies and it appears unlikely therefore, that

they occur in isolation or in a linear fashion. It is more likely that they

occur in conjunction although it is likely that meta-reflections require a

degree of awareness of the other themes and their impact upon each

other. This idea of levels of reflection is not new and has been expounded

by earlier researchers including Kolb (1984), Lavender (2003) and Schon

(1983).The model presented here draws on another model of reflective

activity within clinical psychology training (Wildig & Cushway, 2007, p. 85)

which observes three major levels of reflection: self-reflective activity,

reflective activity with others and professional reflective activity. The

diagram below is an attempt to demonstrate how they interact with each

other.
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Figure 1. The reflection process within therapists’ personal therapy

This model attempts to reflect the four levels of reflection which may be

implied from the cross-referencing of results of studies in this review. The

outer layers of the diagram represent the primary levels of reflection in

each area; personal, professional and extended. These are reflections

which may occur as a result of personal therapy but which do not take

into account the influence of other areas. The inner shaded areas where

Prolongati
on

Extended Reflection

Professional
Reflection
(Inter)

Personal
Reflection
(Intra)

Meta-reflection
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the circles overlap represent more complex levels of reflection which

require the therapist to consider how various area’s reflections impact

upon each other e.g. the way personal issues may impact upon

understanding of the clients’ issues. Finally, the innermost part of the

diagram represents meta reflections, which occur when all levels of

reflection are brought together and which allow the therapist to draw upon

and hold a number of reflections at once. This level of reflection may

enable the therapist to work in a more fluid and instinctive way drawing

upon experiences from personal therapy in a holistic manner e.g.

reflecting upon the processes which have shaped the therapists’ personal

and professional self at individual, cultural and societal levels.

1.4.1 Theoretical Limitations and Implications

The development of a model clarifying the processes within

therapists’ experience of personal therapy requires further research

particularly into the degree to which the stages or themes highlighted in

the research reviewed here overlap or are independent. The four levels of

reflection; personal, professional, extended and Meta which we have

suggested from our review appear to be connected in a number of ways.

For example, is it necessary to have reflected in personal manner before

reflecting in a professional manner and do we need to do all three before

being able to reflect on our reflections? Also, we know less about the last

two levels of reflection and the implications for future research might

include exploratory work which attempts to clarify the relationships

between levels of reflection, how experienced therapists develop meta-
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reflexivity and how this might be applied in training programmes and on-

going professional development. Quantitative studies might provide

further evidence for the presence or absence of levels of reflection within

clinical practice and the relationship between this and therapist/ client

satisfaction. Clinical implications of this research might be reflected in the

level of satisfaction, personal and professional, of therapists and clients

as a result of continuing to develop reflexivity beyond primary levels.

Furthermore, it may be associated with reduced burn-out, greater efficacy

and self-acceptance amongst all therapists, no matter what the level of

experience. Reflective practice may also assist practitioners in tackling

the unknown elements of therapy, or the “swamp” (Schon, 1983, Bolton,

2001). Some research into engaging in reflective practice also supports

these outcomes (Schon, 1983, Hurley, 1997). Remaining gaps in the

literature include the need for a more closely defined measure of

reflection and a greater understanding of the processes through which it

occurs. Links to theories which support or explain these processes are

still lacking in the main body of the literature.

1.5 Conclusions

The research reviewed provides a somewhat clearer picture than

that reviewed by Macran and Shapiro a decade ago. Although much of

what they found has been replicated, including the lack of empirical

evidence that clients benefit from therapists’ personal therapy

experiences, a greater number of studies now show how this might occur

(Macran, Stiles & Smith, 1999, Grimmer & Tribe, 2001, Daw & Joseph,
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2007, Ritz & Target, 2008). Some research provides evidence for

increasing the length of personal therapy to extend over more of the

career of the therapist in order to meet changing needs and stressors

(Grimmer & Tribe, 2001; Murphy, 2005; Wiseman & Shefler, 2001). Other

research debates the responsibilities of training courses in meeting the

needs of trainees undergoing personal therapy, suggesting that the

balance between confidentiality and accountability needs to be carefully

considered by training courses (Elman & Forrest, 2004) while evidence

from America suggests that motivation and readiness are a key factors

that might influence when trainees commence personal therapy. At least

two studies attempt to address the question of “how” personal therapy for

therapists works (Macran, Stiles & Smith, 1999, Ritz & Target, 2008) and

one attempts to attach these findings to a theory of mentalisation (Ritz &

Target, 2008). Many of the findings of exploratory studies reviewed here

appear to reflect each other to some degree, including the processes of

reflexivity, socialization and development of a professional self. This

review attempts to clarify these links between findings in more detail in

the discussion.

Survey data provides us with some support for some of the findings from

exploratory studies (Daw & Joseph, 2007) and some evidence for positive

benefits from personal therapy at least from the point of view of the

therapist (Williams, et al., 1999, Orlinsky, 2001, Coleman, 2002, Lucock,

2006). However, much is not borne out by surveys and research which

attempts to clarify the themes identified by exploratory studies would add
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greater credence to any theories which arise from them. Thus far, the

theoretical links which Macran and Shapiro found missing from the

literature in 1998 are not any clearer as a result of these studies.

The model of reflection within personal therapy proposed here may go

some way to clarifying the processes which occur and which may assist

the therapist in becoming more useful to their clients. However, it is

drawn from various findings within individual pieces of research which

present a number of similarities, rather than an independent empirical

study. Further research is required to understand the processes in more

depth and to test the value of the model presented.
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2.0 Abstract

Training Psychologists to be effective reflective practitioners is

often one of the aims of personal and professional development (PPD)

activities devised by training programmes. However, there is little

research to indicate that PPD activities such as Personal Development

(PD) groups increase levels of reflective practice in trainees.

Nevertheless they remain a popular part of counselling and psychology

training courses. Moreover, little is known about the impact of PD groups

on clinical practice and whether skills learnt in such groups transfer to

practice. A qualitative study was carried out with Clinical Psychologists to

investigate their experience of mandatory Personal Development Groups

while in training. Participants were asked to discuss the impact of PD

groups on their subsequent clinical practice and also other areas of

professional life including relationships with colleagues. Data analysis

employed an Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) approach with

semi-structured interviews. Themes which arose from the research

include The Group vs. the Individual, Sense-making, Developing a

Professional Self and The Nature of Reflective Practice, which may clarify

some of the processes within personal development groups and their

impact on clinical practice.
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2.1 Introduction

Training Clinical Psychologists has evolved through a scientist-

practitioner model to a reflective scientist-practitioner model. This has led

to an increase of awareness around the concepts of reflective practice

(RP) and personal and professional development (PPD) and the best

ways to teach them, including the use of personal development (PD)

groups and personal therapy. This paper aims to examine the use of PD

groups to facilitate the development of these concepts in trainee Clinical

Psychologists. In doing so, it will also consider the processes which

enhance learning within personal development groups and the impact of

PD groups on clinical practice.

2.1.2 Reflective Practice

Reflective Practice has been described as: “…the action of the

mind by which it is conscious of its own operations” (Bolton, 2001). The

concept of RP has its origins in the field of education; Dewey (1938)

suggested that ‘we learn by doing and realising what we did’. His theory

has been subsequently expanded upon; Kolb (1984) developed what he

called a ‘cycle of experiential learning which includes 4 stages:

observation, reflection, concept development/ theorising and action.
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Observation

Action Reflection

Concept development/ Theorising

Figure 2. Kolb’s experiential learning cycle (1984)

Schon, (1983, 1987) suggested that clinical psychology needed to go

beyond the boundaries it had set for itself earlier as a science, and

encouraged practitioners to look more deeply at the issues which cannot

be resolved by a purely scientific approach. He identified 2 elements in

reflective practice: reflection on and reflection in action. Reflection in

action is described as the mental process which occurs whilst carrying

out an action (Jasper, 2003). It is the result of sifting through experience

and knowledge already gained in order to make choices about which

action to take or evaluate the success of the action taken. Reflection on

action is a more deliberate exploration of action after it has happened and

allows experience to be developed into knowledge for future use.

Lavender (2003) added two new elements which gave the concept more

dimensions: reflection about our impact on others & reflection about self.

These elements allow us to create a kind of tick list of events which need

to take place to encourage reflection; however these theories do not

specify the conditions which are needed to perform these tasks. Wong-
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Wylie (2007) studied the barriers and facilitating events leading to

reflective practice (RP) in trainees. She found the following elements to

be significant: trusting relationships, opening up to other students,

engaging in reflective tasks, taking risks, and interacting with supportive

academic professionals.

Studies have also shown that engaging in effective RP has a number of

benefits which enable the therapist to develop on a professional level

throughout their career (Ronnestad & Skovholt, 1993). These include;

increased quality of service provided by the therapist, increased self-

acceptance and professional satisfaction, and reduced ‘burn out’ (Schon,

1983, Hurley, 1997). RP is also seen to enable practitioners to tackle the

unknown elements of therapy, or the “swamp” as Schon (1983) calls it.

Furthermore, it can help therapists identify future learning needs, and

allows therapists to face difficult or painful situations and extract new

learning from them (Bolton, 2001). However, some research struggles to

find evidence for these benefits (Donati & Watts, 2000; Izzard & Wheeler,

1995; Payne, 1999). One study suggests that, although one often-cited

benefit of RP is to increase levels of self awareness, there is no clear

evidence that this translates into increased perceived ability. Reported

negative outcomes of reflective practice include reduced action on the

part of therapist (Wildig & Cushway, unpublished thesis, 2007) and that

increased self-awareness can lead to “a decrease in perceived abilities”

Connor (1980). Furthermore, the lack of agreement amongst researchers

about a definition of RP prevents meaningful comparison of data.
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As theories around RP grew, its emphasis became diluted by the lack of

an agreed definition of the term. It is suggested that as a concept it is

"atheoretical” (Gilmer & Markus, 2003) and possibly “intangible”

(Cushway & Gatherer, 2006) which in some ways may be part of its

power. There is a value in being able to include within the original

concept our own insights and needs, allowing it to grow and develop as

something bigger than the sum of its parts. However, for the purposes of

research it is important to be able to understand what we are referring to

specifically and therefore an attempt is made here to define reflective

practice more clearly. According to Imel (1992), RP can be seen as the

internal process by which we evaluate our thoughts and actions. It is this

process which allows us to improve our practice. This definition most

closely reflects the concept described by this research and will be used

henceforth.

2.1.3 Group Processes

Groups are often understood as a microcosm of society (Yalom,

1970), and group work as a safe environment to explore our place within

the world. Group Processes is a field which has been widely studied and

researched. Some of the earliest social psychologists wrote about the

collective consciousness (Le Bon, 1960) and ‘the group mind’

(McDougall, 1920). The precept in these theories was that the entity of

the group is greater than the collection of individual thoughts within it; that

the relationships within a group create something which is a force of its
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own. Foulkes (1964) suggests that groups can provide a nurturing

environment and source of growth for the individual, whilst Bion suggests

they are ideal for encouraging understanding of object-relations and our

patterns of relating to others through the presence of conflict and the

resolution of conflict (1961).

The study of group processes attempts to develop understanding of what

goes on within a group other than the content. This may include the

structure, development and emotional forces which exist within any

group. For a group to be successful it is important that these processes

are recognised by its members and addressed when they become a

source of conflict. Group development is generally understood in terms of

stages. These stages usually include an orientation period at the start

characterized by group orientation, hesitant participation, a “search for

meaning”, and dependency (Yalom & Lesczc, 2005; Zurcher, 1969);

progress through various stages of conflict, anxiety or dissatisfaction

(LaCoursiere, 1974, Spitz & Saddock, 1973, Tuckman, 1965); move

through to insight, action; and finally through to separation and closure

(Braaten, 1974, Tuckman & Jensen, 1977, Yalom, 1975,). These

concepts help us to understand ‘Group Life’ and how a group can

become mutually beneficial for all members.

More recent research has expanded our understanding of conditions and

models relevant to group work. Interpersonal theory is highly relevant to

small group practice (Hurley, 1997) and the presence of safety within the
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group is vital to success according to Payne (2004). Kurt Lewin

introduced the idea that discussion within groups is a better way of

changing ideas and social conduct than through lectures (cited in Luft,

1984). Furthermore, unstructured groups provide an element of anxiety

and it has been suggested that a certain level of arousal is required for

learning to take place (Hebb, 1966). Therefore, it is possible to

hypothesise that a group setting would increase the possibilities for

learning and change to take place.

2.1.4 Personal Development (PD) Groups in Training

PD is an integral part of many disciplines today, particularly

education and the social sciences. Much has been written on the best

way to include personal and professional development (PPD) in training

courses, and it has now become a part of many health sector workers’

requirements to consider their personal development and how it is linked

to good practice and enhanced performance (Jennings, 2007). It has

been suggested that a discrepancy between the personal and

professional role can cause stress for the individual in any profession

(Crane, 1982, Williams, 2002). It is likely, therefore, that this may be an

area of difficulty for a trainee undertaking an intensive doctoral course

whilst balancing a personal life alongside. Reducing this discrepancy may

be one way in which PPD is beneficial to trainees and qualified

psychologists.
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A recent study tracked the journey from personal awareness groups to

reflective practice groups at one university training course (Powell &

Howard, 2006). Interestingly, the study found that the group which was

rated most challenging was also the most valued. This may suggest that

it is difficult to learn without being challenged on some level. On the other

hand, it could simply suggest that people value something which is

challenging as there was no evidence to suggest this is beneficial to

practice. Equally, the presence of too much anxiety within a group can be

detrimental to the learning process (Kessels, 2003) and, therefore, a

study which is able to predict the level of optimal arousal within a group

might be useful for future group facilitators. However, research does not

tell us whether groups are the best way of encouraging reflective

practitioners. We also know little about the factors which are useful in

groups, e.g.: structure, environment, size and orientation of facilitator.

Research into these areas would be helpful to the practitioner hoping to

use groups in training of any sort.

The benefits of using PD groups to encourage reflective practice are

frequently debated. Carl Rogers used ‘Encounter Groups’ to promote

personal development amongst trainee counsellors in the 1960’s. Johns

(1996) proposed that the use of PD groups to encourage self reflection

supports the trainee through the difficult times on a course with many

demands. The growing interest in using groups in training counsellors

and psychologists has lead to a search for a greater understanding of

what makes a successful PD group. Some research has looked at the
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‘comfort fit’ or the degree to which the group meets the needs and

expectations of the group; however, the author found no clear relationship

between ‘comfort fit’ and increased self awareness (Lennie, 2007). This

appears to suggest that group members are not always accurately able to

predict which conditions are most conducive to group learning.

It is often hoped by those who train psychologists, counsellors and

therapists that reflective practice may be developed or enhanced in

trainees through the use of Personal Development. The Coventry and

Warwick Clinical Psychology Doctorate Course Handbook (2008) states

that the aims of the Personal Development Group are to:

 Facilitate reflection

 Help with clarifying ideas for personal development

 Support individual and group change

 Provide support through academic, professional and personal

crises

 Provide insight into the workings of groups and experience the

strengths and limitations of group membership

These aims clearly link themes of RP and PD as well as support on a

personal and professional level, and therefore can be seen to fit with the

findings of previous research into the benefits of PD groups.

However, some researchers have struggled with the idea that attending

mandatory PD groups is a useful way of promoting self awareness and

reflection. It has been suggested that it can be seen as a method of
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coercing trainees to adopt the road of personal growth or theoretical

approaches promoted by the trainers (Dexter, 1996). Others suggest that

increased self-awareness can lead to a decrease in perceived abilities

(Connor, 1986). Other research has suggested that any change in the

trainee may be attributable to their attendance on the course more than

involvement in a group (Izzard & Wheeler, 1995).

There is also a lack of evidence to show that skills learnt in PD Groups

are transferable to client work (Irving & Williams, 1996), and some

research suggests that any effects may not be long-lasting (Lieberman, et

al., 1973). Moreover, research does not show any differences between

the effects of mandatory or optional attendance and there is little

evidence to date which clearly shows the link between Personal

Development Groups, ability to reflect on practice and increased quality

of provision for clients. For a comprehensive review of the literature in this

area the reader is directed to Payne (1999).

2.1.5 Rationale for Study

There appears to be some evidence to suggest that PD groups

play a part in increasing RP amongst trainees and that personal and

professional development are also encouraged in this way (Lennie, 2007,

Payne, 2004, Powell & Howard, 2006). Schon’s (1983) description of

reflective practice in action and on action provides us with a model of

what might be happening during reflective practice processes; however it

tells us little about the conditions required for this to occur. Furthermore,
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there is minimal evidence regarding the perceived impact of PD groups

on clinical practice after training. It would be helpful to be clearer about

what factors make a PD group useful or not useful; the manner in which

these are employed, e.g.: style of facilitation, mandatory or not,

environment and structure; rules governing the group; and the impact

over time upon practice. Research into the experience of PD groups in

terms of impact on clinical practice could help to determine with more

accuracy the value of PD groups in clinical training. This would provide

trainers with more clarity regarding the outcome of PD groups and what

conditions are most likely to achieve their aims for trainees. This research

aims to address this shortfall in the literature by eliciting data relating to

the impact PD groups have on clinical practice as well as information

regarding desirable conditions for PD groups to be effective. It also

hopes to address some of the questions arising from the literature

regarding whether clinicians feel PD groups are an effective way of

encouraging reflective practice, personal and professional development

and whether they improve service provision for clients.

This research aims to use an interpretive phenomenological approach to

attempt to look at the experience of the individual and determine any

themes which arise through comparison of the data. The study is

retrospective and in this way hopes to determine any longer term effects

of PD groups on clinical practice.
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2.1.6 Empirical Research Aim:

To explore the impact of using PD groups during training on

clinical psychologists’ practice and their role in enhancing reflective

practice.

2.1.7 Research Questions

1. What is the experience of Clinical Psychology graduates of their

PD groups?

2. Do PD groups have a role in promoting reflective practice?

3. Can Reflective Practice be taught or learned within Personal

Development groups and, if so, how does this improve the quality

of service provided by the practitioner to the client?

4. How does learning from PD groups impact on clinical practice over

time?

5. What are the implications of the research findings for service-user

provision and Clinical Psychology Doctorate training courses?

2.2 Methodology

The use of qualitative methodology is selected for its emphasis on

how an event occurs and what meanings it holds for the individual. It is

suited to this piece of research because of its exploratory nature and the

location of the researcher within the subject to be studied. Qualitative

research does not demand that the researcher remain impartial during

the process, but that they use themselves as a tool to aid interpretation
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(Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) is

selected as the principal method of data analysis as it enables a set of

themes to emerge from detailed examination of the data (Smith, 1996).

These themes can provide a rich and contextual understanding of the

processes and outcomes of a phenomenon of which little is known. It is

suited to this study as there has been little previous research in the area

to date and therefore exploration of the phenomenon of PD groups with

trainees may provide the basis for further, more theoretical research later

on. It is also a primarily psychological research tool as it seeks to explore

an individual’s experience rather than social processes (Willig, 2008). The

methodology has been slightly adapted in this study in order to

incorporate a model into the results. This practice owes more to

Grounded Theory methodology, and as a result the study has integrated

this into the traditional IPA process.

2.2.1 Researcher’s Position

It is recognised that the individual position of the researcher is

likely to influence the results in any qualitative study. The researcher is

therefore required to be transparent about the context, culture and

epistemological stance from which they have conducted the research in

order for readers to consider the presence of possible bias and influence

within the research. As a trainee clinical psychologist within the UK the

author considers her position to have influenced the research in a number

of ways, including the design of the interview schedule, the collection and

analysis of the data. The epistemological position of the researcher is
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also likely to have affected the nature of the results. IPA was selected

because it aims to achieve an understanding of how participants view and

experience the world. It assumes that people’s thoughts reflect their

experiences but also that knowledge is constructed socially and through

individual experience and therefore can be seen to align with contextual

constructionism. However, phenomenological approaches are limited by

their reliance upon language as the main tool for obtaining data and IPA

is therefore constricted by the boundaries of a language which can be

seen to create our view of the world as much as they describe it.

2.2.2 Participants

Twelve participants were selected by the chief investigator (CI)

from a sample (24) of self selected graduate clinical psychologists who

attended the Universities of Coventry and Warwick Clinical Psychology

Doctorate programme and who were currently practicing in the West

Midlands region. The participants were selected on the basis that there

were no more than two from each cohort of the course in order to gain a

variety of experiences from over the 10 years the course had been

running. This number allowed for one or two participants to withdraw from

the study and for sufficient data to be collected (Smith, 2003). Attendance

on Personal Development groups is mandatory on this course and

therefore, all participants were able to discuss their experiences of it.

Graduates from other courses were not included in order to remove any

effects that might reflect the ethos of different courses upon the Personal

Development groups. Participants were selected from as many different
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cohorts as possible, in order to control for any differences that may have

developed over time. Selected participants were all currently practising as

Clinical Psychologists within the West Midlands region, except for one

who was out of region but who was selected in order to increase the

number of male participants.

2.2.3 Design

A semi-structured interview was used to address the main

research questions: how do Personal Development groups impact on

clinical practice, and do they encourage the development of reflective

practice? Interviews lasted approximately one hour and were tape

recorded and transcribed. The use of semi-structured interviews was

selected with two aims: firstly, it enabled the main topic to be explored

within the individuals’ frame of reference; and secondly, the structure of

the questions ensured the aims of the research are adhered to.

2.2.4 Materials

The interview schedule (see Appendix 8) was designed by

following guidelines for semi structured interviews using IPA as

recommended by Smith (2003), which states that the interview questions

should be informed by the research questions and intended to enable the

interviewee to explore nature of their experience in detail. It consisted of

13 questions which were asked in each interview while room was left for

particular avenues of interest to be pursued by the interviewer. Questions

1a-c were designed to gather contextual information on the participant
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which might have some bearing on their experience of PD groups: gender

mix, size of group and facilitator’s orientation. The remaining questions

began by broadly asking about the participants’ expectations of the

group, positive and negative experiences and progressed to more

conceptual questions relating to the individuals’ understanding of

personal and professional development, their experience of this in the

group and its impact on subsequent clinical practice.

2.2.5 Procedure

2.2.5.1 Ethics

Ethical approval was obtained from the West Midlands South and

Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health Trust Research and Development

Committees, National Research Ethics Committee and Coventry

University Ethics Committee (Appendices 1 – 4).

2.2.5.2 Data Collection

Emails were sent by the Course Administrator to all graduates within the

West Midlands (68) of the Coventry and Warwick Clinical Psychology

Doctorate programme from its conception in 1998. The letters stated the

aims of the research and invited the individual to be contacted by the CI

to discuss the research further and any concerns or questions they may

have. Those who agreed to be contacted (24) received an email from the

CI containing a letter (Appendix 7) offering them the opportunity to

discuss the research; if interested they were sent information and consent

forms (Appendices 5 & 6). Consent was obtained from all participants
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covering their agreement for interviews to be tape-recorded and

transcribed by an independent transcriber and to be quoted within the

body of the text. They were also offered the opportunity to provide

feedback during the analysis on the verification of themes which the

author drew from the data as a form of internal validity measure

(Appendix 14).

A suitable candidate was selected from those who agreed to participate

to carry out a pilot study in order to test the construction of the semi-

structured interview. They were selected on the basis that they would be

able to assist in the evaluation of the interview and amendments and

adjustments to the questionnaire were made on the basis of their

comments and suggestions.

2.2.5.3 Data analysis

The data was collected using qualitative methods and the data

analysis carried out using the IPA approach. This involved the use of

verbatim transcripts of the interviews which were then examined

individually for subjective personal interpretations of meaning, affect,

cognition and action, which were noted in the left hand margin. From

these initial notes, higher order sub-ordinate themes were drawn and

noted in the right hand margin (Appendix 9). Those themes which

appeared to share common reference points or were manifestations of a

similar phenomena were clustered together (Appendix 10) to form master

themes, and summary tables of these were produced (Appendices 11 &
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12). These themes were used to code the other interviews, adding any

new emerging themes to the list. The final themes were compared and

contrasted until the master themes could be grouped into super-ordinate

themes which reflected a detailed understanding of the experience of

participants and interpretation of this by the researcher (Appendix 13).

2.2.5.4 Methods of Verification

In order to ensure the validity and reliability of the data it is

necessary to include methods of verification within the research process.

Strategies for demonstrating reliability and validity used in this study

include independent coding by peers and confirming results with

participants, as recommended by Guba & Lincoln (1981). A single

transcript was coded separately by 2 independent peers and the codes

derived were compared with those of the researcher. Any discrepancies

within the codes were re-examined by both researcher and independent

coders for their presence within the data. The emerging themes were also

sent to each participant who agreed to verify them and their comments

were considered during the evaluation of sub and super-ordinate themes.

Whilst it is not unusual for researcher, independent coders and

participants to disagree on the presence of some themes or codes, it

does not invalidate their presence within the analysis. The nature of

qualitative research presumes that each researcher will arrive at an

individual analysis of the data as a result of their unique position;

however, by checking the reliability of the analysis in this way, it reduces
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the likelihood that erroneous or poorly supported themes will be included

in the results.

2.3 Results

Four super-ordinate themes emerged from the analysis: (1) The

Group vs. the Individual, (2) Sense-making / Emerging from the

Darkness, (3) Developing a Professional Self and (4) Thinking about

Reflective Practice. There is a degree of overlap within these themes

although they are distinct in categorisation. The table below presents an

overview of the super-ordinate, master and sub-ordinate themes. These

are discussed with quotes presented in italics followed by the interview

number, page number and text line in brackets.

Table 3. The structure of IPA themes

Code Super-
ordinate
theme

Master
theme

Sub-ordinate theme

1 The Group
Vs. the
Individual

Being
together

Feeling safe/unsafe

Developing a group identity
Being an
Individual

Feeling safe/unsafe

Distancing self/ splitting off

2 The Sense-
making
Process/
Emerging
from the
Darkness

Stages, a

Journey

Expectations

Setting the task

Learning to swim

Continuing the process
Holding Up
the Mirror

Sitting with the
Uncomfortable

What it is to be Human

The Role of
the
Facilitator

Personal Qualities/ Good
Parent/ Bad parent

Actions/skills
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3. Developing
a
Professional
Self

Professional
Learning

Developing skills and
knowledge

Putting theory into practice

Managing
the
Personal
and the
Professional

Impact of personal and
professional on each other

Pressures of the role and
self care

4. Thinking
about
Reflective
Practice
(RP)

Developing
RP

Tasks of RP

The nature of RP

The benefits of RP

Reflecting

Acting

2.3.1 The Group vs. the Individual (1)

Being together

The results suggested that there were two predominant positions

with the participants’ experience of PD groups; that of the group, and that

of the individual. Participants chose to identify with one position or the

other at different times during the group and could move between

positions at any point, even during single sessions. The identity of group

member had a beneficial effect on many participants, providing them with

a sense of security, support and reducing isolation:

… it did feel quite supportive. It felt like all of us together, reflecting

on our practice and reflecting on ourselves personally… (Int. 3, 8:32-34)

Being a group member is linked to the sub-ordinate theme of Learning to

Swim, which is described later, as it can also be seen to provide a place

of safety from which more challenging exploration could take place.
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Being an individual

At other times it appeared to be preferable to maintain an individual

identity, for reasons of protection or disinterest:

…for some people in the group, the fact that you had to attend the

group wasn’t, wasn’t helpful for them, because they did not really want to

be there, so they opted out, um, in mind rather than in body. (Int. 8, 10:5-

7).

However, this does not always mean that reflection and exploration of

personal issues were not carried out within the individual, but that this

process may have occurred more independently:

…and I could kind of see where she was coming from, but I could

see the other point of it…but I did the reflection myself, I think. I don’t

think I ever talked to anybody about it. (Int. 11, 8, 9:10, 2).

2.3.2 The Sense-making Process (2)

Stages, a journey

Participants who felt that they had benefited from attending a PD group

described a number of processes which can be seen to form part of a

journey. The sense-making processes include: Expectations, Setting the

Task, Learning to Swim and Continuing the Process.
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Expectations varied from excitement to uncertainty, however the

largest single expectation was that the group would be supportive,

predicted by 4 of the participants (Ints. 6, 8, 9 & 10: 1, 2, 1, 1). There was

also the suggestion that having some prior knowledge or experience of

the aims of attending PD groups and developing reflective practice was

helpful in the beginning stages of the group. It was felt that a lot of time

was spent struggling to understand the purpose of the group which

increased participants’ anxieties at a time when they were already high as

a result of starting clinical training.

I think what people need is some sort of lead into it really. It’s

about dialogue about what Personal Development could be about, what

could be on the cards, what could be asked of you. And um, and do you

want to deliver or do you want to be able to deliver on that, do you? So

some kind of dialogue really… (Int. 7, 15: 12-15).

Setting the Task can be seen as part of an orientation process.

This stage can be drawn out, and as one participant described her group

never truly got past this stage.

…we all had very different expectations. And actually, that was probably

part of the process. We never really came to a conclusion on that. Which

I think for some people was okay, and I think for other people was quite

stressful and difficult to sit with that for all but two years really. (Int.1, 3:8-

11)
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However, Setting the Task is also described as a crucial stage in

allowing the group to clarify aims and move forward together, creating the

first experiences of group identity.

I mean the essential problem for us was purpose, really, checking

out the purpose. I suppose Personal Development could be just about

facilitators sitting back and letting it unfold, but I think that’s lazy, and I

think it’s not particularly helpful. (Int.7, 14:10-12).

This is also the stage where most conflict is described, which occurs once

the group has started to test its ability to tolerate conflict. This

phenomenon was demonstrated in the interviews by experiences of

resistance, domination and distancing or splitting off. The way in which

the group and facilitators managed the conflict was important in

determining the perceived success or usefulness of the group:

…there was a particular conflict … and I think some people had

felt that there were issues of trust… after those sort of few sessions, that

were quite sort of heated, um, I think that the tendency of the group did

sort of stick more to safe subjects. (Int. 6, 8, 9:16-17, 1-2)

Many participants described needing to feel that conflict could safely be

managed by the group in order to explore or experiment. If the group did

not achieve this initially, development was prevented to some extent:
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…it was quite clear that this was a really hostile, unsafe group and

the facilitator should have been saying why isn’t this group safe? How do

we help it to be safe? What do people think needs to happen in order to,

you know, have a safe group? And if people decide, you know, this group

isn’t safe, and we can’t make it safe, how do we proceed with the group?

(Int. 9, 12: 2-6).

However, too much safety could also prove difficult for participants who

were starting to aim for deeper levels of reflection. Participants who felt

that the groups’ expectations and consensus regarding the level of

disclosure required was at times too superficial were left feeling frustrated

by this.

I think some of us didn’t feel too comfortable about being reflective

in the group, because that wasn’t the ethos of our group, so I know

personally when I got angry about, or frustrated about how the group was

going, and a couple of times not having space to talk about what was

going on with me, I wasn’t able to be reflective in the group, and say

actually I was frustrated last time because no one was hearing me, my

needs. (Int. 8, 11:15-20).

Learning to Swim refers to what was often described as an

individual task taken on with the support of the group. It reflects the

venture of the individual into an unknown element which holds potential

danger but also offers a chance of survival in the choppy seas of clinical
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training and beyond. The task appears to have a different meaning for

each participant; however, it can be seen to encompass a number of

common elements including learning about the self, taking responsibility,

learning to trust self and experimenting:

Well, I think in, in a lot of ways, you didn’t really need to have a lot

of confidence in your professional self, because you could just kind of test

things out, really. (Int. 2, 11:30-32)

As well as negotiating road blocks, questioning self and tolerating

difference:

But it was also challenging, because I’d had to tolerate being

frustrated by people who wouldn’t do what I wanted them to, to help me.

(Int. 3, 4:35-36).

A final part of the Learning to swim stage was suggested by some

participants as reaching closure, which began to occur once the

limitations of the group had been recognised. It was sometimes reached

once an individual had experienced a disappointment in the level of depth

of reflection within the group or found themselves seeking more than

could be provided within it. This was a positive stage in many ways as it

allowed movement into the next stage which presented participants with

the task of how to meet their on-going needs of developing reflective

practice.
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Continuing the Process was a stage which participants often

described as occurring after the group had finished or when they were

qualified:

So I think it’s not until you’re qualified, and you’re working that you

suddenly discover that actually it [the PD group] was a whole lot of stuff I

need to work on in order to be able to do this job. (Int. 5, 20, 21:17-18, 1-

2).

The stage incorporates a number of feelings about lessons learnt

or not learnt and desire to continue where learning had left off. One

participant described how her group was allowed to continue after the

normal finishing point:

It’s difficult to tell, because maybe if they [the course] had said you

really need to finish by the end of year 2, maybe then we would have

worked towards finishing and ending, you know? It’s just a speculation,

as it were, it was probably the right thing, but… (Int.12, 20, 21: 21-22, 1-

2).

There was an acknowledgement that finding time and space to

reflect in the same way as in PD groups was particularly difficult once in

clinical practice, with some participants feeling lost or helpless without it:
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and I really, really wanted to, but you know, clinical work and you

know, doing all the development that I needed to do for the job, that just

kind of gets in the way, and it feels, I’m quite torn, because I do feel, I do

believe in it, I do think it’s really important. But it feels like just doing the

jobs um, just doing my day job is enough. (Int. 11, 24: 10-14)

Other participants had succeeded in creating space and opportunity to

recreate some of the conditions in PD groups and described this as

beneficial to their practice. Some experienced the need to re-learn or re-

visit their experiences in the groups in order to extract further learning

from them.

I think it’s a cyclical process as well. Because since finishing the

group and qualifying, [there have been] occasions and events where I’ve

gone through that process, exactly the same thing again. (Int. 3, 9: 29-31)

Looking back at their experiences in the group also provided some

participants with a different perspective which enabled them to see more

clearly what they had taken away from it.

Holding Up the Mirror

Participants described some of the most powerful moments within

the group as those when they were able to see themselves and their

behaviour more clearly than before. This was often an uncomfortable

process, but could hold benefits for those who were able to tolerate it.
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Potentially, you can take a look at yourself, and I just thought

about that really so I could, if you do take a look at yourself, if people can

show you dimensions to your life… That opens a door into a different

understanding. (Int.7, 8:13-17).

Participants often described seeing two types of reflections when

looking in the mirror; individual reflections, behavioural patterns, etc; and

reflections which brought them together, for example understanding what

it is to be human.

…it goes some way to acknowledging that actually we are human

beings, and we have our own stuff, and we need to do a bit of work on

that… (Int.2, 8:26-28).

The Role of the Facilitator

The role of the facilitator was experienced as highly significant in the

development of the group. Participants experienced particular qualities as

helpful: nurturing, protecting, strong, warm; or unhelpful: critical, absent,

unable to protect. Another sub-ordinate theme which emerged was that of

actions or skills which the facilitator used or neglected to use, and which

provided learning opportunities for participants through observation and

use in their own practice.

…he’d captured what we were talking about, and got the sense of

it, and judged it really well. So I think he had a really good feel for the
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group and what we needed at particular times. So I would say a lot of it

was down to him. (Int. 11, 4:1-3).

2.3.3 Developing a Professional Self

This theme emerged from descriptions of how participants used

the group to develop a professional self; through professional learning,

putting theory into practice, managing the personal and the professional

and thinking about the pressures of the role and self care,

…and then realising, that you know, I don’t need to know it all,

which at the beginning of the course I thought I had to know it all before I

finish the course. And then so, gradually you get comfortable with just

knowing enough… (Int. 4, 16:14-17).

The presence of clinical outcomes of attending PD groups emerged

within this theme. Participants sometimes struggled to think of specific

examples which showed that the PD group had had an impact on their

clinical practice, and most described the benefits as being

indistinguishable from others areas of development such as supervision

and other aspects of the training course. However, there were a number

of clinical outcomes which participants linked directly to experiences

within the group, including staying with difficult emotions and helping

clients to explore these:
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I think I got a lot of group therapy techniques from it. I might

encourage them to pick one particular emotion and kind of explore and

expand it a little bit. You know, sit with it for a few moments… rather than

just by coming and jumping by several emotions. And so it’s those kinds

of therapy techniques. (Int. 4, 22:5-9).

Other clinical outcomes directly linked by participants to their experiences

in the groups include; tolerating not knowing, learning the value of

boundaries and containment and getting a balance between being

directive and stepping back.

…it’s taught me that actually, you do need to stand back and

facilitate, not control, or not lead. Um, and it’s taught me about that, and

how to be when I’m facilitating a group, a clinical group here at work. (Int.

3, 11: 9-12).

2.3.4 Thinking about Reflective Practice (RP)

Developing RP

Overall, PD groups were seen as contributing to the development

of reflective practice within trainees (10 participants), although there were

some exceptions among participants (2) who felt they had developed

most of their reflective skills elsewhere; through supervision, exposure to

other clinicians’ practice, personal therapy and reading. This was

generally the case when the group was experienced as too dangerous for

personal development to take place or poorly facilitated.
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The Nature of RP was seen by many to be an inherent quality already

present to some degree within those who use it effectively in clinical

practice. However, the development of RP was also seen as an important

task in fulfilling the role of the psychologist, both on an individual level

and by sharing skills with others.

I feel that reflective practice is really important in the work that we

do. And not just the work of psychologists, but for nurses, and social

workers, and medics, and all the other people we work with. I think, you

know, should be encouraged in that. And I feel like Psychology, is quite,

is in quite a good position to take a lead in that really. (Int. 2, 13: 32-36).

Choice was also considered a significant factor relating to the success of

the PD groups. Whilst it was almost universally acknowledged that

participating in some form of personal development activity should be

compulsory, there was a strong feeling among many participants that PD

groups are not the only way in which reflective practice may be

developed and that they may not be suitable for everyone. These

comments reflected participants’ experiences of some groups being

unhelpful due to the lack of motivation or commitment to the group of

some members. There were suggestions that other forms of PD should

be available, including Personal therapy, task-based learning, residential

weekends or exploration using art and music.
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The benefits of RP included enabling the clinician to work in more depth

with the client and providing energy, focus, and support during difficult

times:

It [RP] really helps you think about the service user… and then I

feel quite good, I feel like I have the energy to get on with the work, I think

that’s the thing, you come to a standstill when you don’t know what you’re

doing and you lose your confidence. (Int. 5, 28:1-7).

The Tasks of Reflective Practice

The tasks of RP were considered by the participants to fall into two main

areas; (1) reflecting and (2) acting on reflections. Reflecting was

described as having curiosity, stepping back and developing self-

awareness; acting on reflection was the recognition that action or

progress needs to come out of reflection in order for it to be useful.

…it can stop being dynamic and actually be something where you

end up, and I suppose this is reflected in my feelings about the end of the

PD group, is that you just going around in circles, or you’re just

developing meaning: …without actually leading to any change… I think it

only has value if it leads to a change in either an understanding or an

action. (Int.11, 20: 6-11).

2.4 Discussion

The results of this study suggest that most participants found that

PD groups can aid reflective practice to one degree or another. The
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themes suggest that there are a number of stages which occur within PD

groups, including an initial stage where group members orientate

themselves towards the task and test the boundaries and level of safety

within the group. Depending on the outcome of this stage, members may

chose to accept the task and venture into the next stage which includes

developing skills of reflection through looking more closely at oneself and

experimenting with different positions. Final stages include accepting the

limitations of the group and seeking new ways to develop reflective

practice in the future. There is no strict order in which these stages occur,

or evidence to suggest that all individuals experience all stages; however,

it would appear that where this did happen participants felt the PD group

to have been beneficial to their use of reflective practice during, after

training and onto more demanding stages of their career. These stages

appear to support theories of group development proposed by Yalom

(2005), Tuckman (1965) and Tuckman & Jensen (1977), particularly the

initial stage of Setting the Task which can be seen to contain elements of

the stages of group orientation and forming and storming. Learning to

Swim may fit more closely with Zurcher’s (1979) stages of ‘focus, action,

limbo and testing’ in that it relates to groups’ actions taken on the basis of

the task they have set themselves. Figure 2 attempts to represent the

stages of group development and their counterparts in the literature.
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Figure 3. Stages of Group Development

Expectations

Setting the Task

 Forming, storming (Tuckman, 1965)
 Orientation, Hesitant Participation,

Dependency (Yalom, 2005)

Learning to Swim

 Norming, performing (Tuckman, 1965)

 Focus, Action, Limbo and Testing (Zurcher,
1979)

Continuing the Process
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The above figure depicts the stages of group development as a circular process

which starts with Expectations and moves through Setting the Task, Learning to

Swim, Continuing the Process and thus back to Expectations. The themes

indicated that these stages can stand alone and group members may not pass

through all of them; however, they all have an impact upon progression to the

next stage. For example, it is possible that having positive expectations of the

group may lead individuals into Setting the Task more smoothly, which is a

stage during which group membership starts to develop. The Task can be set

together, individually or both; however, by reaching a consensus within the

group about the task the achievement of the next stage is likely to be more

successful in the groups’ eyes. Learning to Swim is the stage during which the

group / individual’s aims are achieved through various processes including

experimentation and looking at themselves more closely (Holding up the Mirror)

within the context of group interactions. The final stage, Continuing the Process,

involves assessment of the success of these aims, recognition of the limits of

the group, consideration of what learning will be taken with them after the group

and what needs might remain for personal development in the future. This

process has an impact on the individuals’ expectations about their next

encounter with personal development activities, therefore returning full circle. It

can be seen as similar to Moon’s stage ‘Moving on’ (1999), which she describes

in her model of reflective stages as a point at which issues are resolved or a

new cycle of reflection begins.
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The results differ from other research in that they suggest that certain conditions

are required to enable other stages to be achieved. Starting from a place of

safety was essential for many participants in order to decide what the group

task was to be and to feel ready to ‘dip their toes’ in the ‘waters of reflection’.

This finding supports Lennie’s (2007) suggestion that safety is an essential part

of personal development activities.

The varying expectations of individuals in the group regarding the depth to

which this water would be tested were often the cause of conflict or frustration.

However, many participants were able to renegotiate aims either with their

group or privately in order to continue to benefit from it. This research also

differs from others in that the final stage of Continuing the Process includes

recognition of how the task will be taken forward after the group has finished,

and how reflective practice can be shared with others. This process was

achieved through the use of reflective practice and peer supervision groups in

single or multi-disciplinary teams, offering to run groups for trainees or going on

external courses. This theme may have emerged because of the nature of the

groups studied, which are based on the premise that the learning drawn from

them will be taken forward; however, it is a gap within previous theories of

group development.

Conditions which proved to be beneficial to the success of the group in

participants’ experience include; the presence of nurturing, parental qualities in

the facilitator, information from the course regarding potential aims in attending
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PD groups, and choice regarding the arena through which reflective practice is

developed. Some of these results support those of Wong-Wylie (2007) who

found that trust, risk-taking and sharing experiences are important conditions to

enable reflection to take place in groups. Those qualities which were seen as

desirable in facilitators appear to reflect those of a parent figure, and in this way

the results can be compared to Bion’s view of the group of a place to safely

explore unresolved object-relations (1959). There was also evidence to support

Hebb’s suggestion (1966) that a certain level of arousal is required for learning

to take place; those participants who felt that the group avoided conflict or

challenge experienced it as less beneficial than those who felt challenged by it,

provided the group had established its ability to address conflict.

Most participants felt that while reflective practice is an essential part of the

Clinical Psychologist’s role and should therefore be a mandatory aspect of

training, the challenge of attending a group where some individuals lacked

motivation to participate was an insurmountable obstacle to personal

development. There was a strong suggestion among participants that reflective

practice should be something Psychologists choose to do and have freedom to

do in the way which is challenging but which suits their individual aims. This

may appear somewhat paradoxical as it is difficult to know which reflective

media will prove sufficiently challenging whilst also meeting personal aims, and

many participants acknowledged that these ideas were difficult to marry.

However, it may be that mandatory attendance on PD groups in the first year

would provide trainees with the chance to develop skills in this way and they
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could then be given a choice of reflective activities in the second and third

years.

Clinical outcomes can be attributed to the PD group in some cases including the

use of skills and techniques which may enhance the therapeutic relationship.

There was little evidence of direct benefit to the client; however, the

development of reflective practice skills in PD groups was seen by participants

to benefit the client as well as the therapist by providing support, focus and

energy to address client difficulties. The results suggest that reflections about

oneself and about what it is to be human were important moments within the

Sense-making stage. Both types of reflection hold important implications for

clinical practice as they may be seen to enable clinicians to think about what

they are bringing to the therapeutic relationship, and also what unites them with

their clients.

The results also reveal something of what participants thought about reflective

practice as a result of attending PD groups. There was support for Schon’s

descriptions of reflection in action and reflection on action (1983, 1987) which

will be known to many, if not all, the participants. The results suggest that

participants felt the RP could be taught in PD groups; however, most also felt

that being ‘reflective’ was also a trait or tendency often present among

individuals who choose to train as Psychologists. There was also a suggestion

that having the luxury to engage in reflective practice becomes harder once

training is over as a result of growing pressure on services and increased
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responsibility being given to Clinical Psychologists earlier on their careers. The

results also suggest that some learning during reflective practice is cyclical in

that it may need to be repeated in the future, perhaps when the meaning is

more relevant to the practitioners’ current practice. The following figure attempts

to represent this cycle.
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Encounter difficulties No change to practice

No need / possibilities

Practice Reflection Assessment of need / possibilities for change

Need / possibilities

Assessment of success Reflection Change to practice

Figure 4. The Cyclical Nature of Reflective Practice
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This diagram suggests that RP which is beneficial to practice occurs in

conjunction with change to practice, which was suggested by the fourth

Super-ordinate theme; the Nature of RP. Reflection, in this case, follows

a path which proceeds from reflection on current practice to an

assessment of the need and possibility for change to practice. If the need

and the possibility to change or develop practice are present it is likely

that change will occur; the success of which is then assessed in a

following period of reflection and the change may become an established

part of practice. However, if the need or possibility for change are not

present, for example if there is no occasion to use new skills or try a

different approach, then change does not occur; the process of the initial

reflection may be lost and need to be repeated in the future at a time of

need and possibility for change. These findings have implications for the

continuing development of reflective practice amongst Clinical

Psychologists.

2.4.1 Methodological Limitations

The findings of this study are purely exploratory rather than causal.

Moreover, they may not be transferable to PD groups on other training

courses as the sample was drawn from the population of one course,

limiting the ecological validity of the study. Comparisons made between

the experiences of participants are also difficult because they were

selected from different cohorts and therefore attended different groups

with different facilitators.
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Results are drawn from interviews with participants who may have an

interest in presenting themselves as effective reflective practitioners and

as a result may have reported greater benefits from attending PD groups

than is actually the case. The interviewer attended the same course as

the participants at the time of interview and therefore, this may have also

encouraged participants to present their experiences in a positive light.

The fact that at least two of the participants refer to having had difficult or

limited experiences of the PD groups suggests that this was not always

the case, however. The post hoc nature of the participants’ reflections on

their experiences may also have had an impact on the results, potentially

causing them to be seen in a more positive light with the benefit of

hindsight. It is still not clear from this research whether attending PD

groups whilst training benefits clients, as the results are from the

clinicians’ perspective only. Future research in this area would benefit

from addressing these limitations.

2.4.2 Reflexivity

The impact of the researcher may have shaped the results in a

number of ways which are acknowledged here to allow the reader to

make their own judgement. The design of the questions and structure of

the interview schedule may have determined which themes were

identified, for example; Question number two asks “What were your

expectations of the group?” which may have resulted in a number of

comments leading to the creation of the theme ‘Expectations’. Those

experiences described by participants which differed greatly from the
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researcher’s may have been considered from a more objective position

while those which were similar to her own may have allowed more implicit

assumptions to be made by the researcher. The content of the interviews

may have been influenced by the relationship between the researcher

and the participant as a result of prior knowledge of each other, and the

possibility that contact would be continued after the research through

employment or educational settings. This may have affected the manner

in which questions were asked and the level of depth and openness with

which they were answered. The interviewer’s response to the

participants’ responses may have encouraged them to say more about a

particular topic which was of interest to the researcher but which may

have been less important to the participant. The researcher, whilst

attempting to bracket her assumptions as far as possible, may have

searched for themes within the data which helped to explain those

experiences which were similar to her own experience of PD groups.

2.4.3 Clinical Implications

The findings of this study suggest that there are a number of

benefits in using PD groups during training to enhance reflective practice

among clinical psychologists including developing a professional self;

supporting trainees through difficult periods on the course; enhancing

reflective practice; and laying down foundations for the trainee to continue

this process throughout their career. The usefulness of the groups may

be mediated by the skill and experience of the facilitator, the engagement
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of trainees with the aims of PD groups and the option to choose

alternative methods of personal development. Therefore, it would be

beneficial for training courses to take these factors into consideration

when planning personal development and reflective practice elements of

the course.

The results also suggest that the opportunity to engage in reflective

practice is highly valued by the clinicians who participated in the study

and provides them with direction and motivation to work effectively.

However, the results suggest that it is increasingly difficult for clinical

psychologists within the modern NHS to find the space and support to do

this. It would surely benefit services to address this challenge in order to

safe-guard the quality of psychology services and its workforce for the

future. This could include protected time for reflective practice, the

opportunity to set up peer supervision and reflective practice groups, and

an acceptance that one of the benefits of employing clinical psychologists

is to encourage the use of RP within the rest of the workforce.

2.4.4 Research Implications

Future research in this area might attempt to evaluate the benefit

of working with a psychologist who has experienced PD groups from the

client’s perspective, in order to gain greater understanding of the impact

for service-users. A quantitative design could be used to determine any

causal links or correlations between conditions within PD groups and

enhanced reflective practice in participants. The link between number of
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years qualified and perceived impact of the PD groups might also be

explored further in order to consider the impact of time on the use of PD

groups whilst training Clinical Psychologists.

2.5 Conclusion

To return to the aims of the study; the participants’ experiences

suggest a dichotomous relationship between identification as Group

Member and as Individual within the PD group. A series of stages in a

journey towards personal development is observable, whereby each

stage impacts on progression to the next. The participants’ experiences

also suggested that PD groups are generally beneficial in promoting

reflective practice among trainees and that RP appears to have been

learnt to some degree within the groups. However, participants also

suggested that a degree of reflection is required to be present within the

individual for this to occur and that there are other, equally effective

methods of teaching RP, including personal therapy and experiential

workshops. Participants felt that the learning within PD groups had

improved the quality of service they provided to clients in a number of

ways including; enabling therapeutic skills, developing techniques and

learning from being in the client role. They also felt they were able to

practice more effectively and in greater depth through the development

and continuation of RP throughout their career. They suggested that the

conditions under which groups are set up and run have a large impact on

the outcome, however there were some factors which could not be

accounted for and remain intangible. Many stated that PD groups can
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provide a safe, supportive environment for self exploration and

development of professional self; however the desire to continue this to

the same level into qualified clinical practice was not always possible due

to external pressures.
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3.0 Abstract

This paper aims to explore reflections about the process of my

research journey which I undertook with the first two papers in this thesis.

This covers how I came to be interested in my topic, the formulation of a

research question and the points of change within the journey. It is

structured in two sections. Part 1 explains why I chose this project, my

reflections on my own experiences in PD groups and relationship to the

research from a personal and academic stance. Part 2 describes what it

was like to do the research, the challenges and highlights and my

personal reflections on the outcomes. The paper is written in the first

person as it describes my personal reflections and experiences.
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3.1 Part 1: Arriving at a Research Topic

3.1.1 My Reflections on the PD Group

Part of the clinical training experience at Coventry and Warwick

Universities includes mandatory participation in a Personal Development

Group for the first 18 months. I had never experienced anything like this

in the past and hoped it would be a way of developing greater self

awareness in order to support my clinical work and also support me

through the difficult parts of the training, so my expectations were quite

high. I also hoped that the group would enable me to become a better

psychologist, although I was not sure in the beginning how this might

happen. The aims for PD groups were set out loosely by the course in the

handbook and included things such as peer support and developing

reflective practice (for the full list of aims see p. 66). I was aware of these

aims and also of the anecdotes of previous trainees, some of whom

described 'hours of looking at each others’ shoes in silence'. The PD

group I was placed in included only women. I felt this helped to create a

sense of intimacy and empathy from the start and I had grown to like the

people on my cohort very quickly so was happy to spend time reflecting

with them. The facilitator was a Psychotherapist trained in Jungian

analysis who was a quiet but powerful presence. I was quickly drawn into

the process and began to enjoy the weekly sessions, during which I

experienced a mixture of anxiety, frustration and excitement. As time

went by we covered many things as a group. We began to see parallels
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between our behaviour in the group and our roles in the outside world. At

one point our facilitator suggested that we were interacting as sisters

within the group, and there was a hint that we were vying for her

attention. I thought about this; about what kind of sister I was to people

and why I liked having a strong mother figure in the group. I began to

understand what it feels like to be a client, feeling contained and

challenged at the same time and wondered what it was about the group

process that allowed this to happen.

It became clear that people had different expectations for the group.

Some people contributed more than others; some were upset by this,

some were not. I was disappointed not everyone had contributed as

much I felt others had. It took me a long time to understand this, but

eventually through the experience of conducting interviews, I did. I hoped

the group would challenge me. It did, but not always in the way I

expected it to.

3.1.2 Why I chose this project

By the end of the first year I had realized some important things

about myself, as I had hoped, and felt that I had the group to thank for

this. But I wasn’t sure I was a better psychologist or that I was better at

reflective practice; in fact, I was still not sure what reflective practice really

was. This is why I wanted to investigate the claim that PD groups could

enhance reflective practice; I wondered where it had come from, what the

evidence to support this was and had anyone been able to show that it
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had an impact on the quality of service we offer to our clients? This is

when the seeds of my research questions were planted. I wanted to know

as much as possible about what was happening in PD groups, and

whether there were any theories about the conditions and processes at

work within them.

3.1.3 My Relationship to the Research: personal and professional

Initially, I had hoped to carry out a focus group with trainees on the

course, as this structure would resemble the experience of being in a PD

group which might help people to reflect on it more clearly. When I was

thinking about drawing up questions for the group, I thought about what I

would need to ask to explain my own experiences. I wanted to know

whether others had a similar or different experience and how much

difference it had made to their practice. By the end of the second year I

had discussed these questions further with my research supervisor. She

also had an interest in PD groups as she had set up the Coventry and

Warwick course and included PD groups as an integral part of the training

process. She felt that there would be an advantage to knowing whether

the PD groups continued to have an impact on people after training. This

would help to answer the question: do PD groups enhance reflective

practice? It would also be helpful to know whether the effect of time

passing since being in a PD group had an impact on how people viewed

their experience; whether it was necessary to have some distance before

one could say more clearly what impact it had had on clinical practice.

These discussions helped me to see the research from a training
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director’s perspective. What would help to shape future Clinical

Psychologists to best advantage? How can we create an experience that

will benefit the different types of people on the course? What do we want

trainees to be able to do by the end of the course? These questions

allowed me to see that my research could have more than one clinically

relevant outcome; hopefully it would help Psychologists to think about

how they can enhance their own reflective practice which would benefit

service users. It could help training courses think about how they can

provide trainees with a useful experience through understanding the

conditions that create a positive experience in PD groups.

3.2 Part 2: Doing the research: reflections on the experience

3.2.1 The Interview Experience

I enjoyed the interview process hugely and felt privileged to be

given a glimpse into another person’s experience of the groups and their

thoughts on how it affected their practice. All of the participants spoke

openly about their experiences in the group, some of which reminded me

of my own. One interviewee told me she thought she took up too much

space in the group and later tried to avoid doing this, she experimented

with taking up less space to see what happened. This allowed her to

consider how it can be helpful to be able to take both positions with

clients; taking the lead and standing back. I could relate to the feeling that

I took up too much space and this became a consideration during the

interviews. I felt that it would be wrong to just turn up, do the interview
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and leave; it is still a social interaction which requires politeness and

etiquette. I also wanted to help my participants to relax before we started

and sometimes this was more successful than others. As a result,

interesting discussions were often had before and after the digital voice

recorder was on, which meant that some potentially useful data was sadly

not recorded. During interviews I enjoyed the conversations and wanted

to join in, which is not strictly how qualitative data should be collected.

According to Willig (2008):

The semi structured interview requires sensitive and ethical

negotiation of rapport between the interviewer and interviewee.

Interviewers should not abuse the informal ambiance of the interview to

encourage the interviewee to reveal more than they may feel comfortable

with after the event. (p.25)

I now wonder how much of an impact this had on the content of the

interview and the subsequent findings of the research. Did I have too

much of a presence within the discussion? Did I follow avenues which

connected with my own experiences too far? It is not possible to know for

sure, however I did notice that often people spoke more freely once I had

turned off the tape recorder, perhaps feeling that it was safer to do so

then.
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3.2.2 Continuing my own Reflective Process

The theme of ‘Continuing the Process’ within the research arose

as a result of findings that some learning was not completed within the

group but afterwards, and that some questions remained unanswered

until another opportunity arose to reflect on them. I had struggled in my

own PD group to understand why some members had not used the

groups to share personal material about them selves in the same way as

I and others had done. This experience was also reported by some of my

participants, so I became aware that it was not just my group which had

developed an imbalance in this way. Although all members contributed

thoughtfully and with a great deal of empathy towards those who shared

personal experiences, I was still confused by the end of the group as to

why some had chosen to keep their personal reflections to themselves.

The facilitator had raised the point that reflections become more

meaningful when we are able to consider them from more than one

perspective, and that sharing experiences with each other is part of what

makes the group experience valuable. This is observed by Yalom (1970,

cited by Butler & Fuhriman, 1983):

“Yalom described the therapeutic event as being essentially

interpersonal in nature; that is, both the emotional experience and

reflection are typically evoked and facilitated by interaction with other

group members.” (pp.134-35)
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However, the imbalance of contributions changed very little over the two

years over which the group took place and this was only briefly discussed

in the final session. I had to accept at this point that the purpose of the

group held different meanings for other group members; however, it

wasn’t until I carried out an interview that I was able to develop a real

understanding of why someone would take this position. This participant

began the interview by explaining that although the group had been

useful to her, she had not really contributed to it on a personal level.

Throughout the interview she explained that she did not share personal

information with many people in her life and was naturally a contained

person. She found the expectation that she would suddenly open up

within a PD group unhelpful, and this had caused some conflict within her

group as a result. I started to understand that sharing personal

information in order to develop personally, or gain greater self awareness,

partly depends on the individual’s perception of them self as an open or

private person, as well as their current level of need to share difficult or

personal experiences and their level of trust in the group. It was apparent

from my interviews that people often moved between positions of sharing

and not sharing and that this depended on factors outside the realm of

the group as well as within it. My early expectations of the group as a

potentially life-changing event probably had an impact on my motivation

to share personal experiences. Learning to tolerate this difference

between myself and others was something that I hope I have been able

to take away from it.
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3.2.3 Holding on to the Uncertainty

The experience of conducting qualitative data analysis requires a

number of skills which are not very easily explained by research

handbooks. These include; the ability of the researcher to recognize their

position and impact on the research (Smith & Osborn, 2003), the

consideration of an epistemological position, and the data analysis itself

which Henwood and Pidgeon (2003) describe as:

“a creative process, which taxes fully the interpretive skills of the

researcher, who is nevertheless disciplined by the requirement that codes

and categories generated should fit (provide recognizable description of)

the data.” (p.139).

Arriving at a conclusion from the huge number of codes which are initially

generated and constructing a comprehensible representation of their

relationships is also something which I found daunting at first. Whilst

reading the descriptions of how to carry out coding and thematic analysis

I was presented with metaphors of the process such as “bricolage” and

quilt-making (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005) which did little to demystify it. The

most valuable learning experiences occurred when I was able to talk

about my data with others. This happened with supervisors and peers

who were conducting other qualitative research projects and my friends

and family who often requested updates and ‘summaries’ of what I had

found out. This forced me to think coherently about what I was hearing in

my interviews and take a step away from the data. The periods in
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between these moments of clarity were when I had the overwhelming

feeling of sinking underneath a sea of quotes, codes and potential

themes. I was often uncertain of what I thought I was detecting in the data

and felt a strong urge to pick up an article or a textbook and find someone

else’s theory which might help me to formulate my own. Holding onto this

uncertainty was a difficult but important stage in processing the data. I

found if I could allow myself to go a little bit further with the uncertainty,

and accept the position of ‘not knowing’ I might arrive at my own

conclusions. Adopting the position of not knowing was also one of the

sub-ordinate themes which emerged from the data, which may show how

reflective practice is linked to the research process. Doing qualitative

research meant that I had to begin to trust myself and, to a certain extent,

rely on instincts I didn’t know were there. And finally, bringing it all back to

the data; checking each theme, trying to disprove myself and my theories

in order to be certain that they were linked to the data. This also required

a degree of confidence which had to be found from somewhere. I am still

not sure how this process could be more clearly explained by text books

however I admire those who have attempted to do this.

3.2.4 Reflections on the Outcomes

The results of my research contained both positive and negative

experiences of being in PD groups. I had initially worried that participants

would not feel able to openly express negative experiences, possibly

because of my and my supervisors’ affiliations with the course. The world

of Psychology is small and the study was mainly carried out in one
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region; it might not be easy to express openly negative views about an

aspect of a well known training course and I had to accept that this may

affect the data and the decision whether to participate. However, as the

interviews progressed I realized that most people had had mixed

experiences and were open about this. Some people stated that they felt

the PD group had had a very limited impact on their clinical practice and

that they had developed most of their reflective skills in other ways, such

as personal therapy or post-qualification training. This was reassuring as

it meant that I felt that the data I was collecting was reliable and valid.

I was particularly curious about the themes which focused on looking at

the self more clearly as this was one of my own initial aims in attending

the PD group. I found that being able to see myself through others’ eyes

and reflecting on some of my patterns of behaviour were among the most

important moments of the group for me. I described this theme as Holding

up the Mirror because it seemed as though much of the time we choose

to look into mirrors which reflect only the image we prefer to see. Having

the support of others in the group helped to provide strength to look into a

different mirror image, which might have been too difficult to do

individually or within personal therapy. Taking the risk of looking into the

mirror can be a profound experience, but what is seen is still not a ‘true’

image as it is reflected by the group and then interpreted again by the

self. The more this happened, the more I realized that there is not one

single image, but many; by becoming aware of this, I can be aware of

which part of myself I am presenting. I hope this allows me to adapt to the
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needs of the client as I am no longer restricted by being what I suspect is

‘me’. The experience is liberating and sobering at the same time.

Another element of Holding up the Mirror is being able to see more

clearly what makes us human. One participant described this as “getting

back to the person” which I interpreted as reflecting the common position

we share with each other in this world. It was something which

participants felt could at times slip away, particularly with the elevation of

the role of the Clinical Psychologist. And it seemed to me to be a

declaration of humility which sprang from a desire to connect with clients

on an equal footing. It was also a way of forgiving yourself for any

mistakes which may have been made, being compassionate towards the

self and recognizing that although we may have come a long way on our

journeys through clinical training and beyond, all the benefit of that is lost

if we are not able to recognize our own failings.
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS
NRES Protocol Number:

08/H1210/48

The Use of Personal Development (PD) Groups in Training Clinical Psychologists to Promote
Reflective Practice and the Impact Upon Clinical Practice.

You have been invited to participate in this postgraduate research project which will be submitted as
part of the thesis for a Doctorate qualification in Clinical Psychology at the Universities of Coventry
and Warwick. All graduates of the Clinical Psychology course at Coventry and Warwick Universities
based within the West Midlands have been invited to take part. All Clinical Psychologists who have
graduated from this course are eligible to participate irrespective of year of study.

You should only participate if you want to; choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any
way. Before you decide whether you want to take part, it is important for you to understand why the
research is being done and what your participation will involve. Please take time to read the
following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. After reading this information
sheet, please do not hesitate to contact me if there is anything that is not clear or if you
would like more information (my contact e-mail and phone number is given below).

What is the purpose of the study?
The main purpose of the study is to explore whether the experience of attending a Personal
Development group whilst on training aids reflective practice and whether it has an impact on
clinical practice after qualifying. I also hope to find out what conditions within PD groups aid the
development of reflective practice and whether PD groups achieve the aims set out for them by the
course.

What will I have to do and how long will it take?
1) If you decide to take part the researcher will contact you by email or telephone to arrange a
convenient time and place for an interview.
2) The interview will last approximately an hour and be semi structured in content. It will be
tape-recorded and some verbatim quotations may be used in the final report.
3) The recording will be transcribed by an independent, professional transcriber. This is
because the researcher is partially deaf and is not able to accurately transcribe from an audio-tape.
The researcher will conduct the interview relying on residual hearing and lip-reading. The
researcher is able to carry out normal conversation and there is no need for you to adapt your
normal style of communication in anyway.

Once the interview is over, your participation in the study ends.

Do I have to take part?
No. Participation is completely voluntary and the decision not to participate will not have an
impact on your career or future in anyway. If you decide not to participate, simply ignore this and
the reminder e-mail, which will follow. Please accept my apology in advance for sending you the
reminder e-mail should you choose not to participate. This is because there is no way of me
knowing who does or does not want to participate.

What are the possible disadvantages of taking part?
The interview is related to your experiences of attending a PD group whilst training as a clinical
psychologist which could bring up some uncomfortable issues for you. Although it is not anticipated
that this will cause you any distress, should you feel the need to speak to someone about this, you
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can contact me, Rowan Wigg, the researcher, and I will be more than happy to talk with you and if
necessary advise you on appropriate places to get further support. Alternatively, Therapy Network
provides a confidential service for Psychologists and Trainees who require support across the West
Midlands.

The interview may take approximately an hour of your time to complete. Another 15 minutes or so
should be allowed for arranging time and venue to meet, etc. However, the researcher aims to fit in
with your schedule as much as possible in order to reduce inconvenience to you should you chose
to participate.

As the world of psychology is a small one, it is possible that readers of the final report may be able
to identify the course involved in the study. However, in order to reduce the possibility of
identification of participants all data will be anonymised and a numerical code will be allocated to
each participant. Only the researcher will have access to the participants’ contact details and these
will be kept locked in a filing cabinet in the researcher’s home. The codes will be kept separately.
The Academic Supervisor of the study is Prof. Delia Cushway, Course Director and the Clinical
Supervisor is Dr Adrian Neal, Clinical Tutor. It is likely that they will be known to the participants.
However, in order to protect the participants’ anonymity, the supervisors will not be made aware of
the identities of participants, although they may have access to the transcripts for purposes of
checking the analysis.

What are the possible benefits of taking part?
There is no direct benefit of taking part in this study, however it provides you with the opportunity to
feedback about your experience of PD groups and it is hoped that Clinical Psychology courses will
take the results of the study on board in future.

You may also want to have a summary of final results of the study. If so, please indicate on the
consent form if this is the case, so that I can send you the summary when it is completed. No
individuals will be directly identifiable from the final summary.

Where will my information be kept and who will have access to it?
All data associated with the study, including name, contact details and transcripts will be kept in
locked compartments at the researcher’s home. The study does not require any personal contact
details, only work ones. The only people who will have access to this information will be myself,
Rowan Wigg, and the administration staff at the Coventry and Warwick Clinical Psychology
Doctorate course. Following the completion of the study, all information associated with the project
will be safely archived at Coventry University for 5 years in accordance with University Guidelines.

Who is organising and funding the research, and who has reviewed the study?
Funding for the research has been provided by the Clinical Psychology course at the Universities of
Coventry and Warwick. The study has been approved by the Research Ethics Committee of
Coventry University and National Research Ethics Service (NRES).

What should I do if I want to take part?
If you would like to take part, please complete the consent form accompanying this information
sheet and return it to the address below. This will be taken as your consent to participate in the
study. After completing the forms you will be contacted by the researcher in the next 3 weeks in
order to arrange a time and venue for an interview. Please indicate on the consent form whether
you prefer to be contacted by telephone or email.
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You are entirely free to withdraw from the study at any time by simply contacting Coventry
University Administration staff (contact details below) to inform them. The researcher will destroy
any data already given by you should you change your mind about participating. The final report
may be published.

What will happen if I loose the capacity to consent once I have already participated in the
study?
It is not anticipated that this situation will arise, however if you loose capacity to consent once you
have been interviewed your data will continue to be used in the study. This is because the data is
not deemed to be of a highly sensitive nature or that it will have a negative impact on the participant
in anyway. However, please consider this carefully before consenting to participate.

If you would like more information, or have any concerns about taking part in the study, please
contact me: Miss Rowan Wigg (Clinical Psychologist in training) wiggr@coventry.ac.uk Tel:
02476 887806. Clinical Psychology, RM JSG24, James Starley Building, Coventry University,
Priory Street, Coventry, CV1 5FB.
Thank you for reading this information sheet. Please print this information sheet to keep for
your own records.
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Appendix 6

CONSENT FORM

Title of Project:

The Use of Personal Development (PD) groups in Training Clinical
Psychologists to Promote Reflective Practice and Impact upon
Clinical Practice

Name of Researcher: Rowan Wigg

Please initial box

1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet

for the above study. I have had the opportunity to consider the

information, ask questions and have had these answered

satisfactorily.

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to

withdraw at any time without giving any reason, without my

medical care or legal rights being affected.

3. I consent to the use of audio-taping, and understand that this will

be transcribed for the purposes of analysis by an independent

professional transcribing service.

4. I consent to the use of verbatim quotations from the transcriptions

being used in the final report.

5. I would like to receive a summary of the results of the study from

the researcher.

6. I agree to take part in the above study
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7. I prefer to be contacted by telephone / email (delete as appropriate).

Name of Participant Signature Date

--------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------

Name of person Signature Date

taking consent

--------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------

When completed, 1 for participant, 1 (original) for researcher site

file.
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Appendix 7

Coventry University Clinical Psychology Doctorate Programme
James Starley Building
Rm JSG24
Priory St
Coventry University
CV1 5FB
02476 887806

wiggr@coventry.ac.uk

Date:

Dear Clinical Psychologist,

I am writing to introduce my research project to you and to ask if you
would consider being involved as a participant.

I am a second year Clinical Psychologist in Training on the Coventry and
Warwick Universities course. For my research project I am hoping to
interview Clinical Psychologists across the West Midlands in order to find
out their views on the use of Personal Development groups in training
and whether they promote reflection in clinical practice. As PD groups are
currently not assessed on the course, I feel it would be useful to find out
whether the experience is a valuable component of training.

The data will be collected through semi structured interviews lasting
approximately one hour carried out by myself. I cannot offer any incentive
to be involved, however, I will provide a summary of the finished paper if
requested. This is an opportunity for you to express your views on an
aspect of the way Clinical Psychologists are trained which will hopefully
provide useful information for course providers in the future. The research
is supervised by Prof. Delia Cushway and Dr. Adrian Neal.

If you are interested please contact me via email at the above address or
phone Catherine Ashton, Course Administrator and I will send you copies
of the information and consent forms along with a copy of the semi-
structured interview schedule.

I will send out a reminder email 3 weeks after this one, but if I do not hear
from you after this time, I will not contact you again.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions relating to
this research, without obligation to take part.

Yours sincerely,
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Rowan Wigg
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
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Appendix 8

NRES ref: 08/H1210/48

Interview Schedule

Participant number: _______

1. Please describe your PD group: _________
a) How many members? _________
b) What was the gender mix? _________
c) And the facilitators name, gender, age, ethnicity and orientation (if

known)? ____________________________________________

2. Did you find the PD group helpful in anyway? If so, how?

3. Did you find the PD group unhelpful in anyway? If so, how?

4. What was your experience of being in the group initially?

5. Did your view of the group change over time? How?

6. What were the aims of the PD group for you? For example, to:

 Facilitate reflection
 Help with clarifying ideas for personal development
 Support individual and group change
 Provide support through academic, professional and

personal crises
 Provide insight into the workings of groups and experience

the strengths and limitations of group membership

7. To what extent do you think it met these aims?

8. How do you feel about the mandatory nature of the PD groups?

9. Has the group had impacted on your clinical practice? If so, please

give examples.

10. In what ways do you believe that the group has enabled you to

develop in other areas, e.g.: professionally and personally?

11. The PD group has been described as a means of increasing

reflective practice among trainees. What are your thoughts on

this?
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12. Would you change anything about the groups? If so, how?
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Appendix 11

Initial list of codes:

p.2.

Deconstructing the experience
Learning about the self in groups
Deconstructing much later
Missed opportunities
Desire to test self
Frustration at self
Needing a guide
Reflecting with others

p.3.

Learning from the difficulties
Different expectations of others
Unresolved issues
Difficult to tolerate differences of opinion/ conflict
Role of facilitator as guide
Desire for structure
Acknowledging difficulties
Time offers perspective
Process vs. content

p.4.

Desire to explore
Readiness
Learning to swim
Stages, a journey
Awakening curiosity
Knowing something beforehand /Preparedness
Power of group experience
Recognising own impact on group

p.5.

Seeking support
Desire to test self
Feeling unsafe
Unclear boundaries
Them/ us
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Appendix 12

1.
Them / I :
The group
vs. the
individual

p.7
p.8
p.8
p.8
p.8
p.8
p.11
p.11
p.11
p.12
p.13
p.13
p.13

Group dynamics: helpful/ unhelpful
Not moving forward together
Individual vs. group identity
Struggle to reach a consensus
Deconstructing group
Distancing self
Having confidence in others
Sharing experience with others
Fear of comparison with others
Watching group develop
Feeling part of it
Group as collective
Moving from individual to group member

2.
Feeling
unsafe
(p.5)

p.10
p.10,11

Boundaries = safety
Avoidances of feedback

3.
Holding
the mirror
up (p.11)

p.11
p.11
p.12
p.12

Avoidance of reflections
Looking in the mirror
How others see me

4.
Power of
group
experience
(p.4)

p.5
p.8
p.8
p.9
p.10
p.11
p.13
p.13

Feeling unsafe
Energy invested
Frustration and anxiety
Pain/ discomfort leading to understanding
Having self reflected back
Being left with difficult emotions
Watching group develop
Desire to be closer to facilitator

5. Sense-
making
process /
Emerging
from the
darkness

p.2
p.2,9
p.3
p.3,7
p.5
p.5
p.7
p.8
p.8
p.9
p.9
p.10
p.10
p.11
p.11

Deconstructing the experience
Reflecting with others
Acknowledging difficulties
Process vs. content /getting the balance
Seeking support
Luxury of reflection
Sharing with others
Deconstructing the group
Distance needed to gain perspective
Meaning-making opportunities outside the group
Unclear links to practice
Non-explicit learning
Unexpected gains
Needing different perspectives
Deconstructing and sorting emotions (“filing”)
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Appendix 13

Master theme Interview Super-ordinate Theme page Master theme Interview

The Groups vs. the Individual

Being together Being an Individual

closeness 12 4

Commitment to the group 3,12 6,20 Accept me as I am 3

Deconstructing the group 1,3 8,1
Anger / frustration towards group
/facilitator 2,8,9,11

Evolution of group 1,2,12 1+3+4,14,8 Different expectations 3,8,11
Feeling protected / supported by the
group 2,3,8 11,8,9 Distancing 1,7,11

Feeling part of it 1,2,12 13,11,20 Fear of comparison with others 1,8

Group as a collective 1,8,12 13,2,20 Feeling need to modify self 3,11

Group stifling 8 13 Feeling trivialised 10

Group dynamics 1,2,6,8,11 7,2+7,4,6+25,13 Gender mix 3

Group roles 2,3 1,10 Imbalance in contributions 11

Having confidence in others 1 11 No space for me /not feeling valued 4,5,7,8,10

Individual vs. Group Identity 1,6,8,12 8,2,10,4,4 Individual vs. Group Identity 1,6,8
Moving from individual to Group
Member 1 13 Not moving forward together 1,3,6,8

Reducing isolation / normalising 2,3,6,11 1,4,6,3 Reflecting privately 10,11

Respecting difference 3,7,11 5,3,8+15 splitting off / divisions 9,10

Sharing experiences with others 1,2,6,7,8,10,11,12 11,3,6,17,2,5,8,4 Understanding the self in groups 6,10

Reaching a consensus 1,6,7,10,12 8,6,34,2 Avoidance of conflict 1,3,7,8

Safety Unsafety

Group intensifies behavioural patterns 3 11

unique experience/ space 12 1

Group as a reflection of life 1,3,8 5,5,8

Feeling Safe / Unsafe

Being silenced 2,9 8,3
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Appendix 14

Dear …,

I hope you're well.

I have arrived at a number of themes from the interviews which I conducted
for my research, which you kindly participated in. For your interest I have
attached a spreadsheet with a list of them. You are interview number 11.

I asked at the time whether you would be able to have a look over the themes
and make any comments you feel appropriate regarding their presence in
your interview. This will aid the process of verification of the results.

If you do not have time to do this, do not worry. It is an additional measure;
however any comments you make will be gratefully received.

Best wishes,

Rowan Wigg
Trainee Clinical Psychologist

Appendix 15
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